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1. Trending Searches Last 7 Days (2023-12-03, Regions: US, CA, GB, AU) (2023-12-03)



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 1)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

Asus
Computer 

hardware company
826.8 163.3 topics: ASUS;Asus ROG Ally;ASUS ROG Strix G16 Gaming Laptop;

queries: asus;
US

AT&T Mobility
Mobile 

telecommunicati 

company

1015.4 128.2 topics: AT&T;Mobile phone;
US

Valentino Fashion company 339.8 77.7 topics: Valentino;
queries: valentino;

US

Acer Hardware company 438.5 70.3 topics: Acer;
queries: acer;

US

Goyard Company 144.1 67.3
topics: Bag;Handbag;Goyard;Tote Handbag;StockX;
queries: goyard;anjou mini bag;
telfar bag;dior saddle bag;

US

Epic Games
Video game 

company
95.6 49.1

topics: Epic Games;slow;Item Shop;
queries: epic;epic games;epic account;epic launcher;
epic support;

US

Hallmark
Manufacturing 

company
54.5 47.7 US

Primary Arms Company 296.8 39.4
topics: Primary Arms;Gun Scopes & Sights;small;Gun;
queries: primary arms;primary;
primary arms slx;primary arms plx;lpvo;

US

Dior Fashion company 156.2 37.5
topics: Dior;Slide;Christian Dior Sauvage Eau De Toilette Spray;
queries: dior;
christian dior;dior sauvage;

US

Macy's Inc.
Department store 

company
117.8 36.3

queries: macys;
US

Prada Fashion company 192.0 35.4 topics: Prada;Prada Luna Rossa Ocean Eau de Parfum;
US

Broadcom Inc
Semiconductor 

manufacturing 

company

136.2 32.3

topics: VMware;Ethernet;Boeing Co;Stock;Broadcom Corporation;
queries: broadcom;
broadcom-vmware;broadcom acquisition;broadcom-vmware deal;
broadcom-vmware deal china;

US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 2)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

BlueStacks PC game company 182.7 30.5
topics: topics: Roblox;NOW.gg Roblox;Personal computer;queries: bluestacks;

queries: US
US

Panasonic
Electronics 

company
718.6 28.2 topics: Panasonic;

queries: panasonic;
US

New Balance Footwear company 236.2 22.0
topics: New Balance;9060;Joe's;AimÃ© Leon Dore;
queries: new;new balance;
new balance 327;new balance 9060;new balance 2002r;

US

Givenchy Fashion company 126.6 21.9 US

Carhartt Workwear company 230.9 21.4
topics: Carhartt;Boilersuit;L.L.Bean;Animal print;
queries: carhartt;carhartt jacket;
carhart;

US

Le Labo Company 158.8 20.7

topics: Le Labo;13 Scents Inc.;Fragrance;Le Labo Santal 33 Eau De Parfum Spray;

queries: labo;le;le labo;dossier;le labo fragrances dossier.co;
le labo perfume dossier.co;

US

Brabus
Automotive 

company
33.2 19.8

topics: Mercedes-Benz G-Class;Mercedes-Benz;Car, Truck & SUV Wheels;
Mercedes-Benz GLS;Mercedes-Maybach GLS;
queries: brabus;brabus remnant;amg gt 63;
brabus amg gt 63;

US

CELINE Fashion company 57.3 19.6
topics: CÃ©line;Handbag;Bag;
queries: celine;celine triomphe;celine ava bag;
celine triomphe bag;

US

C&A Retail company 99.6 19.3 topics: C&A;succeeding;create;
queries: c&a de;c and a;canda;

US

Converse Footwear company 86.2 19.3 topics: Converse;Birkenstock;
queries: converse;garage;

US

Synology Corporation -62.8 19.3
topics: Synology;install;RAID;QNAP;
queries: synology;synology router;best nas;
synology quickconnect;

US

Yves Saint Laurent Fashion company 103.8 17.1
topics: Saint Laurent;Perfume;Saint Laurent L'Homme;Stylist;South Region;

queries: perfume;cologne;ysl black;ysl men;
US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 3)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

UnitedHealthcare Inc Company 168.7 16.9
topics: UnitedHealth Group Inc;Vision insurance;
queries: united;united healthcare;
unitedhealthcare ucard;wegovy;uhc healthy benefits;

US

Tiffany & Co.
Jewelry stores 

company
21.8 15.5

topics: Sunglasses;Tiffany & Co.;Necklace;Ring;
queries: tiffany;pokemon tiffany;
tiffany co pokemon;tiffany and pokemon;pokemon tiffany and co;gold tiffany necklace;

US

HSN, Inc. Corporation 17.6 13.5 US

Ralph Lauren 
Corporation

Fashion company 72.9 13.4 topics: Ralph Lauren;
queries: lauren ralph lauren;ralph;

US

Tapestry Fashion company -27.2 13.2 topics: Coach New York;Coach;
queries: outlet coach;guess factory;

US

Max Mara Fashion company 94.1 13.0
topics: Max Mara;Nancy Pelosi;Leisure;Outlet;
queries: max;max mara;max mara arona;
nancy pelosi max mara coat;cettire;

US

House of CB Fashion company 43.0 12.9
topics: House of CB;Princess Polly;Revolve;Nordstrom;
queries: cb;house;house cb;
lucy in the sky;corset top;skims;

US

All-Clad
Manufacturing 

company
158.3 12.3 topics: All-Clad;Sheet pan;Spoon;Demeyere;

US

Van Cleef & Arpels Jewelry company 133.7 12.0
topics: Van Cleef & Arpels;Van Cleef Island;Bracelet ''Van Cleef;

queries: van cleef;van;bracelet;necklace;alhambra;
US

MeliÃ¡ Hotels 
International

Hospitality 

company
71.0 11.6

topics: Hotel;Resort;Circle by MeliÃ¡;INNSiDE by MeliÃ¡ CalviÃ¡ Beach;
Melia Internacional Varadero;
queries: melia;melia ho tram;melia falcon punta cana;
melia punta cana wellness resort;

US

Opera Software Software company -3.3 11.2
topics: Opera;Opera GX;Opera Mini;
queries: opera;gx opera;server bad content opera;
opera gx eric andre;opera footbal;

US

Skechers USA Inc Footwear company 46.3 10.5
queries: skechers;skechers women;skechers men;mens skechers;

US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 4)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

Nike Footwear company 94.0 10.5 topics: topics: Nike;Glove;Vans;queries: nike;
queries: US

US

Samsung Electronics
Appliance 

company
95.4 10.4

topics: Samsung;Samsung Group;Samsung Galaxy S22;Samsung Galaxy S23;

queries: samsung;samsung tv;samsung galaxy;
US

Madhappy Company 18.2 10.2
topics: Madhappy;Hoodie;Sweater;UGG;
queries: madhappy;madhappy sweatshirt;ugg;
madhappy ugg;

US

Gen Digital Software company 356.8 9.9
topics: Norton AntiVirus;Antivirus software;Norton 360;
queries: norton;norton 360;
antivirus;

US

iBUYPOWER Company 34.5 9.6 topics: iBUYPOWER;Personal computer;Video game;
queries: ibuypower;pc;ibuypower pc;

US

Columbia Sportswear
Outerwear 

company
188.4 9.0 topics: Columbia;

queries: columbia;columbia jacket;columbia outlet;
US

Icebreaker Clothing company 51.9 8.9
queries: icebreaker;

US

McAfee
Computer 

security company
8.9 8.1 topics: McAfee Privacy & Security;McAfee Anti-Virus;Malwarebytes;

US

OnTrac Company 65.0 7.8 US

Macy's
Department store 

company
-11.5 7.0 topics: Macy's Inc.;

queries: macys sale;macys store;cyber monday deals;
US

SureFire Lighting company 45.1 7.0

topics: SureFire;The New York Times crossword puzzle;Polonium;Recitation;

queries: surefire turbo;surefire flash hider;surefire weapon light;
surefire crossword clue;woodworking tool nyt;torus;

US

Sonos Company 52.6 6.0
queries: sonos;sonos promo code;

US

Zapier Software company 24.0 4.9
topics: Application programming interface;Automation;Notion;AI Chatbot;Calendly;

queries: zapier;zapier slack;sheets;zapier google sheets;
US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 5)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

Kuiu Hunting company 62.3 4.8
topics: topics: Eberlestock;KUIU;White-tailed deer;First Lite;Stone Glacier;
queries: kuiu;kuiu valo;kuiu founder;kuiu venture 1800;
queries: US

US

Caterpillar Inc.

Other engine 

equipment 

manufacturing 

company

22.1 4.6 topics: Cat;Boot;Shoes;
queries: caterpillar;cat;

US

Whirlpool Corporation
Home appliance 

company
47.2 4.6 topics: Whirlpool;

US

Robert Bosch
Engineering 

company
58.2 4.5 topics: Bosch;

queries: bosch;bosch dishwasher silence plus 50 dba;
US

Autobuses de Oriente Company 126.4 3.0 topics: Ado;Volaris;Tabasco;
US

Tailscale Software company 82.4 2.7 topics: IP address;Virtual private network;Server;Backup;Key;Command;
US

Tecovas Retail company 70.4 2.2 topics: Tecovas;Boot;Cowboy boot;
queries: tecovas;boots;boots tecovas;

US

Sutter Health
Health care 

company
21.9 1.9 US

Wrangler Jeans company 28.5 1.6 topics: Wrangler;Jeans;Man;
queries: wrangler;wrangler jeans;wrangler pants;

US

Freepik Company 42.1 1.6 US

MediaTek
Semiconductor 

company
25.7 1.3

topics: Central processing unit;Chromebook;Snapdragon;1.17 ft;Windows 11;
HP Chromebook 11a-na0000 Series;
queries: mediatek;mediatek dimensity;
mediatek mt7921;mediatek wifi 6 mt7921;

US

Institute of 
Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers

Professional 

organizations 

company

22.9 1.3 US

Siemens
Automation 

company
40.1 1.2

topics: Interlock;Internship;Wiring diagram;WinCC;Technician;Mentor Graphics;

queries: siemens;axa;siemens wendell nc;
US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 6)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

Scentbird Company 44.2 1.1
queries: scentbird;dossier;confessions of a rebel;baccarat rouge 540;

US

Empower
Financial 

services company
41.0 1.0 US

Ghirardelli Chocolate 
Company

Chocolate and 

cocoa products 

company

35.8 0.5
queries: ghirardelli;very cherry ghirardelliÂ® chocolate cheesecake;

US

Chobani Company 30.8 0.5 US

Canva
Graphic design 

company
60.0 0.2

queries: canva slides;canva design;canva templates;
US

Jabil
Electronics 

manufacturing 

company

24.9 -0.3 US

Fanatics
Online retail 

company
22.2 -0.5 topics: Fanatics;Shirts & Tops;NFL Shop;Collectible Cards;

US

Vivobarefoot Company 26.0 -0.6
topics: Vivobarefoot;Xero Shoes;Vivobarefoot Primus;Toe box;
queries: vivobarefoot;
revivo;revivo vivobarefoot;feelgrounds;

US

Versace Fashion company 164.8 -1.4 queries: versace;versace mini deluxe cologne set;
zapatos de gucci pantalon versace lyrics;

US

Replit Software company 30.8 -1.4
queries: python replit;replit unblocked;code;java;

US

ZeroTier Software company 28.9 -1.5
topics: Synology;ZeroTier One;Tailscale;Command-line interface;Raspberry;
Domain Name System;
queries: zerotier;

US

Blue Cross Shield 
Association

Professional 

organizations 

company

27.2 -1.5
topics: BlueCross BlueShield of South Carolina;Insurance;Florida Blue;Settlement;

queries: blue;blue cross;blue cross blue;blue shield;insurance;
US

Optum
Healthcare 

company
53.9 -2.5

topics: Bank;Health savings account;Optum Bank;Optum Financial;Change Healthcare;

queries: optum;optum perks;optum pay provider login;optum caremount;
US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 7)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

QuillBot, Inc. Software company 34.3 -3.1
topics: Paraphrase;Argument;Course Hero;Synonym;Artificial intelligence;

queries: quillbot;quilbot;quill;
US

Briggs & Riley Retail company 65.6 -3.2
topics: Briggs & Riley;Baggage;Away;Spinner;Monos;
queries: briggs;briggs and riley;
monos;monos luggage;away luggage reddit;

US

Diesel Clothing company 77.7 -3.3
queries: diesel;diesel sale;diesel denim;diesel shop;

US

Digikala
E-commerce 

company
69.9 -3.4 US

FedEx Ground
Transport 

company
57.4 -3.5 topics: FedEx;Track and trace;Fedex Ground;FedEx pickup;

queries: fedex ground;fedex;
US

Arturia Music company 37.7 -3.6 US

All Nippon Airways Airline 25.5 -3.8 US

Hims
Telehealth 

company
21.6 -4.6 topics: hims;Sildenafil;Tablet;

queries: hims;forhims;hims review;hims stock;
US

Cettire Company 47.5 -5.2
topics: Code;Discounts and allowances;Handbag;Review;
queries: cettire;cettire code;
cettire sale;

US

Moncler Fashion company 104.0 -5.4
topics: Moncler;Baby Boys Moncler Jr Nasse down jacket;
queries: moncler;
jacket moncler;moncler coat;

US

The Lego Group Toy company 106.3 -5.4
queries: lego;lego set;star wars lego;

US

United Concordia 
Companies, Inc.

Insurance 

company
45.8 -6.2

topics: United Concordia;Endodontics;Gums;
queries: dental;united concordia;
ucci login;dentist near me;ucci dental provider login;

US

Divar Company 106.7 -7.7 topics: Wall;Tehran;Persian Language;Remix;Sabzevar
US

Spot Pet Insurance
Insurance 

company in Miami, 

Florida

118.5 -10.8
topics: Insurance;Pet insurance;Pet;Dog;Review;
queries: spot;spot insurance;spot pet;
spot pet insurance;

US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 8)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

XFX
Manufacturing 

company
136.0 -11.2 US

Zipair Tokyo Airline 115.8 -12.4 US

Hugging Face AI company 144.4 -13.6
topics: Artificial intelligence;Transformer;Data set;
queries: huggingface;
hugging face;hugging;

US

GIGABYTE AORUS
Motherboard 

company
206.4 -14.9 US

Regence BlueCross 
BlueShield of Oregon

Insurance 

company
83.9 -21.8

topics: Cambia Health Solutions;Regence Insurance Holding Corporation;
Regence BlueShield;MyChart;
queries: regence;sebb;www.regence/providers/home;
unitedhealthcare;

US

StatMuse Company 144.8 -27.1
queries: statmuse;trae young;nba defense vs position;tyrese haliburton statmuse;

US

Apple Store
Retail-store 

company
148.7 -51.3

topics: Apple;iPhone 14 Pro;IPhone 12;Apple iPhone 11;
queries: iphone store;apple;
apple store;app;apple number;

US

Corebridge Financial
Financial 

services company
380.1 -85.4

topics: American International Group;Financial services;
queries: corebridge;
corebridge financial;

US

Carelon Company 2994.4 -373.3 topics: Health;Mental health;Aetna;Humana;Layoff
queries: carelon

US



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 1)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

free dice query 1846.1 486.1
topics: Dice;MONOPOLY GO!;Monopoly;connect;Dice Dreamsâ■¢ï¸■;
queries: monopoly free dice;
monopoly go free dice;monopoly;monopoly go;monopoly go free;

Closed-circuit 
television camera

Topic 1400.0 302.3
 
queries: camera;cctv;security;security camera installation near me;
wireless security camera system with remote viewing;simplisafe;

evry jewels query 786.3 176.3 topics: Evry Jewels;Necklace;Jewellery;
 

connections query 1039.3 108.4
topics: connect;Connections;The New York Times;Wordle;
queries: connections nyt;wordle;
wordle connections;nyt wordle;

canva ai query 1320.7 79.7  
 

item shop query 84.2 54.5
topics: Fortnite;Item Shop;ITEM SHOP;
queries: item shop fortnite;fortnite item shop;
the fortnite item shop;

Gilded Age Topic 193.5 53.5
topics: Gilding;The Gilded Age;United States;important;succeeding;Imperialism;

queries: american gilded age;guilded;gilded age era;

govee lights query 89.3 44.4
topics: Govee;Lighting;Light-emitting diode;
queries: led lights govee;govee led;
led lights;

abercrombie hoodie query 474.0 40.1

topics: Abercrombie & Fitch;Hoodie;Zipper;Popover;Hollister;
queries: camo hoodie;
camo abercrombie hoodie;abercrombie camo;essential hoodie;abercrombie popover hoodie;
essentials;

respiratory disease query 42.0 38.2

topics: Respiratory system;Disease;Respiratory disease;China;

queries: what is respiratory disease;canine respiratory disease;
respiratory disease china;canine respiratory disease 2023;respiratory disease in china;

WHITE FOX Topic 209.3 28.6
topics: Hoodie;Birkenstock;AÃ©ropostale;
queries: white fox;white;
brandy melville sweatpants;black essentials hoodie;coach;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 2)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Old School RuneScape Online game 42.0 23.1
topics: Dragon;Quest;RuneScape;Fossil Island;Vorkath;Guide;
queries: osrs;toa osrs;
hespori osrs;wyrms osrs;

Azzaro Fashion brand 91.8 18.9
topics: Azzaro;Azzaro Wanted;Azzaro Chrome Eau De Toilette Spray;
Azzaro Wanted Eau De Toilette Spray;
queries: azzaro;most wanted;azzaro the most wanted;

Rouge Cosmetics 84.8 17.8
topics: Rare Beauty;Rare Beauty By Selena Gomez Soft Pinch Liquid Blush;Lip balm;Milani;
Milani Cosmetics;
queries: blush;rare beauty;rare beauty blush;

VAIO Topic 157.3 17.7 topics: Vaio;Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite;Kakaku.com;
queries: vaio;sony vaio;sony;

Tote bag Topic 58.2 17.6
topics: Bag;
queries: tote;tote bag;marc jacobs crystal tote bag;lands end boat tote;
new balance 550;

Eau de Cologne Topic 91.3 16.9 topics: Azzaro The Most Wanted Parfum;Tous;Lotion;
queries: cologne;

Rangefinder Topic 90.9 15.3 topics: Golf;Hunting;Bushnell;
 

Petite size Topic 75.3 15.2 topics: Woman;Dress;Trousers;
queries: petite;petite women;petite dress;

BPC-157 Topic 125.1 15.1
topics: Peptide;Spray;Semaglutide;Nasal spray;
queries: bpc 157;bpc;semaglutide;
bpc 157 nasal spray;peptide therapy;

Waistcoat Garment 64.1 14.1
topics: Fashion;Man;Kevlar;Shirts & Tops;Assistance dog;heavy;
queries: vest;vest jacket;
bulletproof;cropped puffer vest;nba youngboy vest;

Peloton Topic -1.9 13.7 topics: Peloton Studios New York;File Transfer Protocol;Schwinn;
 

stussy hoodie query 136.9 12.8 topics: StÃ¼ssy;Hoodie;Hood;
 

1440p Topic 49.6 12.4 topics: Computer monitor;Video game;LG 27" UltraGear QHD Nano IPS HDR Monitor;
 



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 3)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Ballet flat Shoe 81.3 12.2  
queries: flats;ballet flats;shoes;

1v1.LOL Survival game 77.9 12.0  
 

Steam Deck
Video game 

console
-13.6 10.9

topics: OLED;Steam;Lenovo Legion Go Z1 Extreme Gaming Console 512GB;Lethal Company;

queries: steam;steam deck;steam deck oled;

Boilersuit Topic 24.8 10.7 topics: Overalls;Man;Carhartt;
queries: coveralls;refrigiwear coveralls;

House of CB Topic 46.3 10.3
topics: House of CB;I.AM.GIA;Odd Muse;Tiger Mist;
queries: house cb;house of cb;house.of.cb;
house of cb black friday 2023;house of cb black friday sale;

Philips Topic 107.6 10.0 topics: Philips;
queries: hue philips;

coach bag query 36.7 9.0  
queries: coach bag crossbody;coach bag pink;mini coach bag;

valentino cologne query 133.6 8.6

topics: Valentino;Fragrance;Donna Valentino Born In Roma Eau de Parfum;
Salvatore Ferragamo Uomo;
queries: valentino cologne men;men cologne;valentino men;
valentino roma cologne;valentino roma;valentino cologne born in roma;

Musical composition Topic 75.6 7.9
topics: Music;succeeding;important;other;
queries: composition;compositions;
composition music;

adidas Originals 
Gazelle

Shoes 343.3 7.8  
 

Bleu de Chanel Eau de cologne30.4 7.6
topics: CHANEL;Chanel;Bleu De Chanel Chanel Parfum Spray;Chanel Bleu De Chanel EDT;Macy's;

queries: chanel;chanel bleu;timothee chalamet;sauvage elixir;ysl bleu electrique;

Ouai Topic 58.0 7.5
topics: Shampoo;Hair;Oil;Dior;Anthropologie;Charlotte Tilbury;
queries: ouai;ouai hand soap;
sephora black friday;quay;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 4)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Eau de Parfum Topic 67.4 7.3 topics: Perfume;Man;Eau de toilette;
queries: eau de parfum;perfume;ysl;

Self Portrait Fashion brand 0.3 7.3  
 

Robe Garment 94.0 7.1  
queries: black robe;robe women;long robe;osrs green robe top;

Dice Topic 26.0 7.0  
queries: dice;monopoly dice;roll;roll die;

bosch refrigerator query 8.2 6.8
 
queries: bosch 800 refrigerator;bosch refrigerator 800 series;
bosch french door refrigerator;

Long underwear Clothing -28.8 6.7  
queries: long johns;thermal underwear;long underwear;

Kendra Scott Topic 51.6 5.9
topics: Necklace;Kendra Scott Necklace;Jewellery;
queries: kendra;vera bradley;zales;
gymshark;

neal fun query 172.0 5.8
topics: Spend Bill Gates Money;Bill Gates;Cool Math Games;Roman Numerals;

queries: neal fun games;game;neal fun spend;bill gates money;

Camouflage Topic 8.3 5.7
topics: Bib;Trousers;Hoodie;Tiger;Multi-scale camouflage;
queries: camo;
mw3 camo spreadsheet;mw3 zombie camo challenges;mw3 interstellar camo;

Kobalt Topic 35.9 5.6 topics: US General;Snow shovel;Wood auger;
 

Cordless Topic 50.1 5.3

topics: Vacuum cleaner;Cordless Vacuum;Drill;Tineco;Stick;Harbor Freight Tools;

queries: cordless;shop cordless vacuums on sale;tineco cordless vacuum;
moosoo cordless vacuum;

Adidas Samba Shoes 296.8 5.2
topics: adidas;Adidas;Adidas Men's Samba Classic Black" Shoes;Steve Madden;

queries: samba;shoes;adidas;leopard sambas;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 5)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Sol de Janeiro Topic 270.7 4.9
topics: Perfume;Sol de Janeiro Brazilian Crush Fragrance Body Mist;Fragrance;

queries: sol;sol de;62 sol de janeiro;sol de janeiro 62;sol de janeiro 68;

Home Assistant Software 24.8 4.4
topics: Sensor;Automation;Raspberry Pi;install;Entity;Ubiquiti Networks UniFi;

queries: home assistant;esphome;hacs;home assistant hacs;

van cleef query 109.7 4.3

topics: Van Cleef & Arpels;Saks Fifth Avenue;Van Cleef Island;
Van Cleef & Arpels Vintage Alhambra;
queries: bracelet van cleef;necklace;
necklace van cleef;harry jowsey;vivienne westwood necklace;first by van cleef and arpels;

Private browsing Topic 49.8 4.1
topics: Web browser;Google Chrome;Opera GX;Bumble;private;
queries: incognito;
bumble incognito mode;incognito mode opera gx;

Magnesium Chemical element52.1 4.0 topics: Tablet;
 

norton lifelock query 38.6 3.9
topics: Gen Digital;LifeLock;Elbit Systems;Nasdaq;Technical Support;

queries: norton lifelock scam;

Cinebench Topic 25.3 3.8
topics: Central processing unit;Benchmark;Ryzen;AMD Ryzen 7 5800X;Intel Core i9;

queries: cinebench;r23;cinebench r23 scores;5800x;

Slang Topic 41.3 3.8 topics: Saying;Puerto Ricans;Sigma;LP record;Moose;Seal;
 

Crop top Clothing 25.7 3.7  
 

Scratch
Programming 

language
54.5 3.5 topics: Geometry Dash;Drift Boss;Suika Game;

queries: scratch scratch;

Undergraduate 
education

Degree 29.7 3.5  
 

Crew neck Topic 172.6 3.4
topics: Sweater;Hoodie;Sweatshirt;Sweatshirts & Hoodies;Taylor Swift;
queries: crewneck;
crew neck;sweatshirt;taylor swift blue crewneck;eras tour blue crewneck;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (04.12.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 6)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

SIG Sauer Topic 20.3 3.4  
queries: sig;sig sauer;sig p320;

Inositol Topic 32.5 3.3

topics: Polycystic ovary syndrome;Inositol;1D-chiro-Inositol;
Wholesome Story Myo & D-Chiro Inositol;Hormone;
queries: inositol;myo & d-chiro inositol;
myo-inositol & d-chiro inositol;wholesome story;

hematocrit high query 25.3 3.1
topics: Hematocrit;normal;Signs and symptoms;increased;
queries: hemoglobin;
high hemoglobin;low hematocrit;

Peppermint tea Topic 47.2 3.1
topics: Tea;Peppermint;Citrus honey;Hormone;Teavana Jade Citrus Mint Green Tea;

queries: tea;peppermint tea;peppermint;dreamlight valley peppermint tea;

Lid Topic 28.5 3.0 topics: Glass;Container;Cup;
queries: lid;cups with lids;pyrex;

perimenopause query 58.0 2.9
topics: Perimenopause;Signs and symptoms;Combined oral contraceptive pill;Hormone;

queries: perimenopause symptoms;menopause;perimenopause period;

CUDA
Computer 

application
23.4 2.8 topics: String;Visual Studio;Requirement;Benchmark;Computation;

 

Swarovski Fashion brand 28.1 2.8 topics: Swarovski AG;
queries: swarovski;skims x swarovski kleid;

codon Topic 30.3 2.7  
 

Video game modding Topic 23.7 2.4 topics: apk;Lethal Company;
 

elf blush query 84.9 2.2
 
queries: elf putty blush;rare beauty blush;elf powder blush;drunk elephant;glow recipe;
elf blush powder shade 3;

Onitsuka Tiger Topic 129.1 2.2  
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Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

uber ride query 25.1 2.2

topics: Uber Technologies Inc;Uber - Request a ride;Uber - Driver;Ridesharing company;

queries: lyft;uber lyft;lyft ride;free uber ride 2022;uber promo code 2022;
uber free ride to vaccine;

Decoy Topic 37.5 1.9  
queries: decoy;decoys;goose decoys floaters;quickcoys motion decoy;g and h decoys;

literary meaning query 22.3 1.9 topics: Literature;Definition;Meaning;create;other;
 

Mary Jane Shoe 49.9 1.8 topics: Shoes;Mary Jane;Clarks;
queries: mary jane;shoes;koi footwear;demonias;

moza query 128.9 1.8
topics: MOZA;MOZA Racing;Car racing game;
queries: moza air;moza racing;moza air 2;moza r5;
fanatec;sim racing;

Aquaphor Drug brand 26.4 1.7
 
queries: lip balm;aquaphor on tattoo;eczema;can you use aquaphor on dogs;
kendra scott necklace;can aquaphor be used on lips;

debt consolidation 
loan

query 21.1 1.4  
queries: credit consolidation;credit consolidation loan;loan for debt consolidation;

DualSense Peripheral 57.7 1.3
topics: PlayStation 5;Game controller;Personal computer;
queries: ps5;controller;
ps5 controller;

mla format generator query 26.7 1.3

topics: Modern Language Association;Electric generator;Citation;MLA Citation Generator;
Writing Lab at Purdue;AI Chatbot;
queries: citation generator mla;citation mla;
citation format;chatgpt;chat gpt;scribbr;

GitHub
Software 

developer
20.7 1.1  

queries: github;

The New York Times 
crossword puzzle

Topic 37.1 1.0
topics: The New York Times;Crossword;Satyr;Slack;Billionaire;
queries: crossword;nyt;
crossword nyt;what american customers do nyt;be popular online nyt;aphorism;
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Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

tpt query 62.6 1.0

topics: Teachers Pay Teachers;TeachersPayTeachers;Teacher Synergy, Inc;printable;
Boom Cards;
queries: tpt login;tpt schedule;tpt free;school access tpt;
tpt school access login;easel by tpt;

AMIRI Fashion brand 30.2 0.9 topics: Jeans;Shirts & Tops;Designer;Hood;
 

Xiaohongshu Topic 88.9 0.6
topics: Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-tung;Social media;Kuaishou;Trip.com Group;
PDD Holdings;1688;
queries: xiaohognshu;

Share repurchase Topic 20.5 0.5  
queries: buyback;tcs;gnfc buyback date;gm stock;tata technologies ipo date;

Trapping Topic 63.5 0.4 topics: Venus flytrap;Trap music;Insect repellent;
 

Proton Mail Topic 24.5 0.3
topics: Email;Eros Alto Falantes;Atomic number;Electron;
queries: protonmail;proton.me;
proton atom;pronto email login;

Chrome Hearts Topic 36.5 0.2  
 

Cell signaling Topic 34.0 0.0 topics: Cell;
 

Empagliflozin Medication 39.8 -0.1
topics: Side effect;Pharmaceutical drug;Coupon;Perineum;Tirzepatide;Januvia;

queries: jardiance;rybelsus;jardiance for heart failure;jardiance perineum;

facebook marketplace query 54.5 -0.2  
queries: craigslist;facebook marketplace cars;

jardiance query 44.0 -0.2
topics: Empagliflozin;Tirzepatide;ICD-10-CM;Sugar;
queries: side effects jardiance;
jardiance coupon;rybelsus;perineum;mounjaro;

Aircraft cabin Topic 22.2 -0.3
topics: American Airlines;important;Flight;additive;Simulation video game;
queries: cabin;
cabin crew simulator codes;cabin filter cost;autozone cabin air filter;
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Growth
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Lacoste Fashion brand 36.0 -0.3 topics: New Balance;Waistcoat;Louis Vuitton;
queries: lacoste;

npm Computer program62.6 -0.7  
 

Cinnamoroll Topic 197.1 -1.0 topics: Sanrio;Hello Kitty;Wallpaper;
 

UGG Topic 44.3 -1.1
topics: Boot;Slipper;UGG Women's Classic Ultra Mini;
queries: ugg;uggs;
shop ugg tasman slipper;uggs since 1974;

Xbox Games Store Topic 33.8 -1.2  
 

Reddit Website 25.2 -1.4 topics: Streaming media;
queries: reddit;

uggs query 50.5 -1.4 topics: UGG;UGG Women's Classic Ultra Mini;
queries: uggs tasman;ugg;cyber monday deals;

A Bathing Ape Topic 30.5 -1.5
topics: Hood;Shoes;A Bathing Ape;Shirts & Tops;BAPE Hoodie;Off-White;
queries: bape;dunks;
white bape shirt;bape hoodie blue;

Aparat Website 61.3 -1.5 topics: Film;Persian Language;Download;2019;Nvidia;
 

Subito Topic 202.5 -1.7 topics: Labor;used;.it;
queries: subito;subito it;subito.it;

Dryer Sheet Topic 261.6 -1.8
topics: Clothes dryer;Bed sheet;Pet;Gain;
queries: dryer;dryer sheets;pet hair dryer sheets;
bounce pet dryer sheets;bounce dryer sheets pet hair;

Oxidation state Topic 103.1 -1.9 topics: Glycolysis;Nonmetal;Ammonium;
 

Lisdexamfetamine Medication 45.9 -2.6
topics: Adderall;Coupon;Addiction;Concerta;Semaglutide;
queries: vyvanse;ozempic;
vyvanse shortage 2023;
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Pilates Topic 64.7 -2.6
topics: Exercise;Yoga;Club Pilates;Club Pilates Franchise, LLC;Betterme Limited;

queries: pilates;wall pilates challenge;28 day wall pilates challenge;wall pilates free;

Porsche Car make 27.3 -2.9
topics: Porsche Carrera GT;Lexus;2011;Taycan;TARGA;
queries: porsche;porsche taycan turbo s;
2022 porsche cayenne;2021 porsche cayenne;

Odor Topic 26.8 -3.1
topics: Sense of smell;Perfume;Urine;
queries: smell;
como saco el olor de mi freidora de aire;

Tripod Topic 47.1 -3.2 topics: Tripod;Camera;Light;
queries: tripod;tripod stand;camera tripod;

Marni Fashion brand 43.0 -3.6  
 

quillbot query 22.0 -3.6 topics: Quill;Modern Language Association;ZeroGPT;
 

Windows 11 Operating system27.2 -3.7 topics: Product key;Microsoft account;Microphone;
queries: windows;windows 11;

Master of Laws Degree 251.3 -4.1 topics: PyTorch;Columbia University;Startup company;Nvidia RTX;Perplexity AI;Algorithm;
 

creative fabrica query 47.8 -4.5
topics: Creative Fabrica;Etsy;Canva;
queries: creative fabrica free;creative fabrica svg;
creative fabrica login;canva;design bundles;

Scribbr Topic 26.7 -6.1
topics: Citation;APA style;Content similarity detection;Modern Language Association;

queries: scribbr;citation;scribbr citation;scribber;

maison mihara query 156.7 -6.2
topics: Shoes;Mihara Yasuhiro;MIHARAYASUHIRO;Sneakers;
queries: mihara yasuhiro;
maison yasuhiro;maison mihara yasuhiro;maison mihara shoes;maison yasuhiro shoes;

Short run Topic 136.1 -7.4  
 

Goodyear Topic 102.2 -13.1 topics: Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company;Tire;
queries: goodyear;
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Artificial 
intelligence

Field of study 300.0 -13.2
topics: Intelligence;Image;Grok;AI ChatBot - Writing Assistant;
Character Technologies, Inc.;
queries: ai;grok ai;grok;

Divar Topic 100.7 -16.1 topics: Wall;Tehran;Saipa Quick;Apartment rentals;Chery Tiggo;
 

Samsung Galaxy Tab A8 Tablet computer49.5 -17.2 topics: Tablet computer;Samsung Galaxy;Samsung;
queries: tab a8;galaxy a8;galaxy;

MINISO Topic 94.5 -19.4
topics: Miniso;Miniso USA;Stuffed toy;Sanrio;Shopping mall;
queries: miniso;miniso near me;
sanrio;sanrio miniso;

Pandora Topic 99.7 -23.7
topics: Pandora;Bracelet;Pandora Timeless Pave Chain Bracelet;
queries: pandora;bracelet;
pandora black friday sale 2023;

freestyle libre 3 query 61.2 -23.8

topics: FreeStyle;FreeStyle Libre 3 â■■ US;Sensor;FreeStyle Libre 3 Sensor;

queries: freestyle libre sensor;libre 3 sensor;freestyle libre 3 app;
freestyle libre app;

ag1 query 353.3 -24.7
topics: AG1 By Athletic Greens Pouch. 30 Daily Servings. All-in-one Daily Health Drin;
Athletic GreensÂ®;Review;
queries: ag1 code;huberman ag1;super greens;seed;

Nokia Topic 71.0 -25.6
topics: Mobile phone;Nokia;Clamshell design;
queries: nokia;flip phone nokia;old nokia;
nokia mobile;

Sweatshirt Topic 211.8 -29.1
topics: Sweatshirt;
queries: sweatshirt;sweatshirts;men sweatshirts;black sweatshirt;
women sweatshirt;

UNIQLO Fashion brand 63.0 -29.1 topics: Uniqlo;Anya Hindmarch;
queries: uniqlo;uniqlo jacket;

Postgraduate 
education

Degree 644.9 -32.4  
 

Hormone Topic 63.4 -45.8 topics: Gland;Growth hormone;Blood;
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TOM FORD Fashion brand 52.9 -48.8

topics: Tom Ford;Perfume;Orchid Tom Ford Eau De Parfum;
Tom Ford Tobacco Vanille Eau De Parfum Spray;Oud;
queries: tom ford;tom;tom ford perfume;
tom ford cologne;

Legislature Topic 236.2 -49.5
topics: Government;United States;Executive Branch;Liberty;Decision-making;Argument;

queries: legislative;

Tirzepatide Medication 87.5 -54.5  
 

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel brand 93.9 -71.8
topics: Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company;Hotel;Resort;
queries: ritz;ritz carlton;the ritz;
the ritz carlton;

Edgenuity Topic 726.7 -88.9
topics: Edgenuity;Student;create;succeeding;other;
queries: edgenuity;clever;
clever edgenuity;imagine learning;

Summer Fridays Lip 
Butter Balm

Lip balm 643.7 -91.5
topics: Bronzer;Tree Hut;Eyelash;Stanley Cup;
queries: lip balm summer fridays;
fridays lip balm;aritzia;ugg tasman slippers;urban outfitters;

Respiratory syncytial 
virus vaccine

Vaccine 1289.2 -173.3

topics: Respiratory Syncytial Virus Infection;Vaccine;Infant;
queries: rsv;rsv vaccine;
who is eligible for rsv vaccine;rsv rokote;
does medicare pay for rsv vaccine for seniors;

ryze coffee query 827.9 -200.2
topics: Federal Emergency Management Agency;Test cricket;Alarm clock;
Frequency
queries: fema;fema alert time;fema testing

Adidas Samba Product line 257.8 -7.2
topics: adidas;Leather jacket;Kids Foot Locker;Urban Outfitters
queries: adidas;samba;
samba og shoes navy;samba decon shoes;stock x

Digikala
E-commerce 

company
92.1 -9.2 topics: Digikala;Manufacturing;Table;Skin rash
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Topic Name 
GT 13W

 Growth YoY
2W Change 
(13W YoY) Related topics & queries

Retail -10.6% 16.9%
topics: Profit;Future Retail;Manufacturing

queries: retail;retail store;what is retail

Soft drink 15.4% 16.7%
 
 

Outlet store 50.8% 12.7%
topics: GUESS;Macy's;PUMA;J.Crew;Mitsui Outlet Park

queries: outlet;■■■■■■;coach

Action camera -2.2% 8.1%
topics: Camera;GoPro HERO12 Black;Instax;8K resolution

queries: action;camera;camera action;sjcam c300;action camera black friday deals;■■ ■■■ ■■

Clog 6.6% 7.6%

 
queries: boston birkenstock;aspen platform clog;national congress of mothers;

holzschuhe holland

Sony PlayStation 29.7% 6.2%
topics: PlayStation 5;Sony PlayStation 5 Slim;PlayStation 5 Slim

queries: playstation;play;playstation games

Jacket 58.9% 5.8%
topics: Man;Woman;Winter

queries: jacket;snoopy puffer jacket cvs;overlays jacket

Athleisure 17.0% 5.8%
 

queries: athleisure;beyond yoga

Shopping 12.7% 5.6%
 

queries: shopping;shops;einkaufen;shoping

Genetic testing 43.8% 4.9%
 

queries: dna;dna test;genetic testing

Black Friday 11.1% 4.0%
topics: Sales;Lowe's;Walmart;Discounts and allowances

queries: black friday;black;black friday canada;what is black friday;game black friday
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Laptop 1.6% 3.5%
topics: HP;Computer monitor;Lenovo

queries: laptop;notebook;hp

Variety store 125.4% 3.3%
topics: Dollar Tree;Baseball;John Oliver;Kelowna

 

Bicycle -0.4% 3.1%
 
 

Bicycle -0.4% 3.1%
 
 

Retirement home 34.5% 3.0%
 
 

Freight transport -4.9% 2.9%
 
 

Unmanned aerial vehicle 9.7% 2.8%
 
 

Refrigerator 1.4% 2.8%

topics: Freezer;Door;Samsung Electronics;Turkey meat
queries: freezer;■■■■■■■■■■■;how long to thaw a turkey in fridge;

how long to thaw turkey in fridge

Foodservice 22.0% 2.7%
topics: Food;Gordon Food Service

queries: gastronomie;ristorazione;restauration;restauration scolaire;■■■■■■■

Moisturizer 45.6% 2.7%
 

queries: moisturizing

Hand luggage 13.5% 2.6%
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Fashion 32.5% 2.4%
topics: Fashion Nova;Clothing

queries: fashion;fashion mogul peter nygard

Sneakers 4.3% 2.4%
topics: Woman;Shoes
queries: sneakers;tenis

Hunting -0.6% 2.4%
topics: Deer;Deer hunting;Season

 



5. Weekly Growing Subreddits WordCloud (as of 2023-12-04)



6. Top Weekly Subscriber Inflows By Subreddits WordCloud (as of 2023-12-04)



7. Trending Subreddits (as of 03-12-2023)

Subreddit Subscribers 1M Growth
Subscribers 

Growth Delta %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

whatismycookiecutter 230 666       204 329       776% unknown
The subreddit page 'whatismycookiecutter' does not have enough information or a clear 

description to determine its category.

GTA6 234 846       93 187         59% computer games
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the upcoming 

video game Grand Theft Auto VI by Rockstar Games.

deeplearning 137 331       13 229         7% technology
The subreddit page r/deeplearning is categorized as technology because it is dedicated to 

the field of deep learning. Deep learning is a subfield of m

FindTheSniper 103 021       7 541           7% games
The subreddit page 'FindTheSniper' is categorized as 'games' because it involves a game-

like activity of finding a sniper hidden in plain sight. Users

ETFs 117 951       8 269           5% finance
The subreddit page is related to Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs), which are financial 

instruments. The community and forum focus on discussions, news, an

TVTooHigh 161 681       11 393         4% home related
The subreddit page is about discussing and sharing experiences related to TVs that are 

mounted too high on walls or placed at an uncomfortable height,

attackontitan 519 846       22 774         4% anime
The subreddit page r/attackontitan is categorized as anime because it is dedicated to the 

anime and manga series Attack on Titan. Users on this subred

riskofrain 198 275       9 885           4% games
The subreddit page is related to the video game 'Risk of Rain' and its sequel 'Risk of Rain 

2'. It serves as a community hub for fans of the game to d

KoreanBeauty 155 333       11 763         3% beauty
The subreddit page is about Korean beauty and skincare, discussing and sharing 

information about Korean cosmetics, skincare routines, and products.

naturalbodybuilding 238 607       10 918         3% fitness
The subreddit page is focused on natural bodybuilding, discussing various bodybuilding 

organizations, noncompetitive bodybuilding, diets, and exercise

homeautomation 2 500 077    102 353       3% technology
The subreddit page is related to home automation, which falls under the category of 

technology. It focuses on discussions, news, and information about

curlygirl 223 039       7 650           2% beauty
The subreddit page r/curlygirl is categorized as beauty because it is dedicated to the curly 

hair community. It provides tips, advice, and discussions

SpaceXLounge 357 803       11 374         2% technology
The subreddit is related to technology, specifically the discussion and community 

surrounding SpaceX.



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 03-12-2023, part 1)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

OpenAI 822 432             3469% technology
The subreddit page is related to OpenAI, which is an AI research and deployment 

company. It focuses on discussing and sharing information about artifi

GPT3 611 467             3283% technology
The subreddit page is related to AI text generation technology, which falls under the 

category of technology.

BaldursGate3 1 299 497          1066% games
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the video 

game Baldur's Gate III.

ChatGPT 3 713 663          1000% technology
The subreddit page is related to discussing ChatGPT and AI, which falls under the category 

of technology.

ChatGPTPromptGenius 171 639             1000% technology
The subreddit is focused on discussing and sharing information about the ChatGPT Prompt 

Genius browser extension, which falls under the technology cat

Starfield 882 581             915% computer games
The subreddit is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the computer game 

Starfield.

singularity 1 604 376          846% technology
The subreddit page is focused on discussing topics related to the technological singularity, 

AI, and human enhancement.

PokemonScarletViolet 617 379             504% games
The subreddit page is related to the Pokemon game series, specifically the game Pokemon 

Scarlet and Violet. Users of this subreddit discuss and share 

OUTFITS 1 123 329          402% fashion
The subreddit page r/Outfits is categorized as fashion because it is a place for users to 

discuss outfits, post their own outfits, ask for advice, and

StableDiffusion 425 351             390% technology
The subreddit page is related to technology as it discusses the protest against Reddit killing 

open API access, which is a technological issue. It als

debtfree 466 969             375% finance
The subreddit page 'debtfree' is categorized as finance because it is dedicated to helping 

individuals become debt-free. The community provides suppor

Louisvuitton 174 709             362% brand related
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the brand 

Louis Vuitton.

UAP 128 130             345% unknown
The subreddit page is categorized as unknown because the abbreviation 'UAP' is not 

commonly known and there is not enough information provided to dete

adidas 173 104             329% brand related
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the brand 

Adidas.

beginnerfitness 1 197 248          322% health
The subreddit page is related to fitness training and provides a platform for Redditors to ask 

questions and share thoughts about their fitness journe

sidehustle 987 712             322% business
The subreddit page r/sidehustle is categorized as business because it is dedicated to 

discussions and sharing information about side hustles, which ar

thelastofus 1 085 791          318% games
The subreddit is dedicated to fans of The Last of Us video game series and the HBO series 

based on the game. It provides a platform for fans to discus

Sephora 243 214             308% beauty
The subreddit page r/Sephora is categorized as beauty because it is dedicated to 

discussions, recommendations, and reviews related to Sephora, a popul

IndianFashionAddicts 120 658             253% fashion
The subreddit page is about discussing and showcasing fashion, including different types of 

outfits and styles.

gamingnews 318 291             238% games
The subreddit page r/gamingnews is categorized as 'games' because it is a community 

dedicated to news and discussions related to games and gaming.

Gambiarra 279 880             234% DIY
The subreddit page 'Gambiarra' is categorized as DIY because it is a community focused 

on 'Faça você mesmo' (Do it yourself) projects and encourages u

artificial 582 244             226% technology
The subreddit page is related to Artificial Intelligence (AI), which falls under the category of 

technology. It is a community where people discuss an



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 03-12-2023, part 2)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

homeowners 818 708             220% homeownership
The subreddit page is related to homeownership and provides a platform for homeowners 

to discuss and share information about their experiences, challe

developersIndia 351 932             217% technology
The subreddit page is focused on software and tech topics, specifically for developers in 

India. It provides a platform for software and tech folks to

DemonSlayerAnime 511 249             214% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to the anime series Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, 

which falls under the category of anime.

GodofWarRagnarok 489 412             213% computer games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game God of War: Ragnarok, which falls under the 

category of computer games.

HomeMaintenance 274 169             207% home related
The subreddit page is related to home maintenance, where users can discuss and share 

tips, advice, and experiences about maintaining and improving the

UFOs 2 003 296          200% unknown
The subreddit page r/UFOs is categorized as unknown because it does not fit into any of 

the predefined categories. It is a community for discussing un

VintageFashion 491 312             187% fashion
The subreddit page is about vintage and retro fashion, where users can discuss and share 

photos of vintage looks, tips on wearing and maintaining vint

NFT 1 659 763          187% technology
The NFT subreddit is focused on discussing and sharing information about Non-Fungible 

Tokens (NFTs), which are a technological innovation in the digit

AnimeMirchi 260 480             186% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to anime enthusiasts, providing a platform for Indian 

Otakus to connect, share content, and engage in discussions abou

FluentInFinance 155 997             166% finance
The subreddit page is focused on money, finance, investing, stocks, stock market news, 

personal finance, real estate, cypto, options trading, and buil

SpyxFamily 373 431             166% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the SPY x FAMILY series, which is an anime/manga series by 

Tatsuya Endo.

JuJutsuKaisen 779 605             165% anime
The subreddit page r/JuJutsuKaisen is dedicated to the manga and anime series 'Jujutsu 

Kaisen', making it an anime-related subreddit.

PcBuild 243 929             161% technology
The subreddit page r/PcBuild is categorized as technology because it is a community 

dedicated to PC building enthusiasts. Users can seek and provide h

eupersonalfinance 753 273             157% finance
The subreddit 'eupersonalfinance' is categorized as finance because it focuses on personal 

finance topics specifically related to the European region.

AskPhysics 291 185             145% scientific
The subreddit page is related to physics and is dedicated to asking and answering 

questions about physics. It provides a platform for scientific discu

learntodraw 1 057 024          137% skills
The subreddit page r/learntodraw is categorized as 'skills' because it is a community 

dedicated to helping people learn and improve their drawing skil

GetStudying 1 750 562          127% education
The subreddit page is focused on studying, sharing tips, methods, and experiences to 

improve study habits. It is a community of motivated learners, wh

KimetsuNoYaiba 561 948             127% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to the anime and manga series Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no 

Yaiba, making it a perfect fit for the anime category.

lululemon 380 184             119% fashion
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing information about the brand 

Lululemon, which is known for its athletic apparel and activewea

Journaling 834 430             119% hobbies
The subreddit is dedicated to the hobby of journaling, where users can share photos, ask 

questions, and find inspiration related to keeping a written 

sailormoon 221 289             119% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to fans of the Sailor Moon franchise, which is an anime and 

manga series.

overemployed 260 323             115% finance
The subreddit page is related to finance because it focuses on the topic of being 

overemployed and working two remote jobs to achieve financial freedo
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bleach 558 905             113% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to the manga/anime series Bleach and its spinoff series 

Burn the Witch.

Unemployment 291 527             108% finance
The subreddit page 'Unemployment' is categorized as finance because it is a community 

dedicated to discussing unemployment insurance questions, which 

microsoft 347 943             108% technology
The subreddit page is about Microsoft's suite of services, products, and games, which falls 

under the category of technology.

BatmanArkham 353 654             107% games
BatmanArkham is a subreddit dedicated to the Batman: Arkham video game series. It is a 

community for fans of the games to discuss gameplay, share tips

careerguidance 2 443 544          106% education
The subreddit page r/careerguidance is categorized as education because it is a platform 

where users can discuss career options, ask questions, and se

flexibility 1 005 280          101% health
The subreddit page /r/flexibility is categorized as 'health' because it focuses on sharing 

stretching tips, goals, and progress related to flexibility

Costco 499 098             99% brand related
The subreddit page is related to the brand Costco, as indicated by the name and the 

disclaimer stating that it is not affiliated with Costco Wholesale

smarthome 305 667             97% technology
The subreddit page r/smarthome is categorized as technology because it focuses on 

discussions, help, tips, tricks, and advice related to smart home pr

ufo 248 536             96% unknown
The subreddit page for r/ufo is categorized as unknown because it does not fit into any of 

the predefined categories. It is a community dedicated to t

languagelearning 1 062 286          95% education
The subreddit page is focused on language learning, which falls under the category of 

education.

Biohackers 139 474             94% science
The subreddit page is related to DIY biology and pharmacology, which falls under the 

category of science.

FirstTimeHomeBuyer 277 459             92% finance
The subreddit page is related to finance because it provides information and discussions 

specifically for first-time home buyers, who are likely seeki

Mario 225 171             89% games
The subreddit r/Mario is dedicated to the Mario franchise, which includes video games, 

books, movies, and television. It is a community where fans of 

Nails 1 736 646          88% beauty
The subreddit page r/Nails is categorized as beauty because it is a community where 

people can show off their beautiful nails and discuss nail care, n

virtualreality 869 444             88% technology
The subreddit page is related to the topic of Virtual Reality, which falls under the category of 

technology. It is a community where people can discus

SteamDeck 532 133             88% technology
The subreddit page is related to technology, specifically the Steam Deck, which is a 

handheld gaming device. The community discusses and shares inform

BeardedDragons 230 914             86% pets
The subreddit page is about Bearded Dragons, which are pets. It is a community where 

people can discuss and share information about these reptiles as 

StudentLoans 396 037             86% finance
The subreddit page r/StudentLoans is categorized as finance because it is a hub for advice, 

articles, and general discussion about getting and repayin

EntrepreneurRideAlong 430 137             85% business
The subreddit page is focused on entrepreneurship and business growth, where like-

minded individuals come together to discuss and solve business issue

OnePiece 2 820 964          85% anime
OnePiece is a subreddit dedicated to the anime and manga series One Piece. It is a 

community for fans to discuss and share content related to the seri

animebrasil 273 784             84% anime
The subreddit page 'animebrasil' is categorized as 'anime' because it is dedicated to 

discussions, news, and content related to anime in Brazil. Users

Daytrading 2 125 006          83% finance
Daytrading is a subreddit dedicated to the discussion and sharing of information about day 

trading, which is a financial strategy of buying and sellin
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ecommerce 409 891             80% business
The subreddit page is related to the business category because it focuses on the design 

and implementation of eCommerce sites, providing guidance and 

phinvest 308 004             79% finance
The subreddit page is focused on discussions and information related to investing money, 

making money, and growing money in the Philippines.

GYM 539 537             79% fitness
The subreddit page is focused on general fitness discussions, including weightlifting and 

bodyweight exercises.

XboxSeriesX 2 435 807          76% games
The subreddit page is focused on the Xbox Series X, which is a gaming console. It is a 

community for fans and users of the Xbox platform, featuring ne

sleep 522 022             75% health
The subreddit page 'sleep' is categorized as health because it focuses on promoting good 

sleep habits and helping others improve their sleep. Sleep is

Damnthatsinteresting 12 753 678        73% education
The subreddit page 'Damnthatsinteresting' is categorized as education because it is 

dedicated to sharing and discussing fascinating and thought-provok

Meditation 1 935 689          68% health
The subreddit page is related to the practice of meditation, which is a technique used for 

improving mental and physical health.

ethereum 2 604 328          66% technology
Ethereum is a blockchain-based platform that enables developers to build and deploy 

decentralized applications. It is related to technology as it invo

Entrepreneur 2 795 452          63% business
The subreddit page is focused on entrepreneurship, small businesses, and revenue 

generation. It provides a platform for individuals to network, collab

FashionReps 1 544 311          61% fashion
The subreddit page r/FashionReps is categorized as 'fashion' because it is a community 

dedicated to the discussion of replica fashion. Users in this s

smallbusiness 1 472 582          59% business
The subreddit is focused on discussions, advice, and support for small business owners 

and entrepreneurs.

yoga 1 816 517          58% health
The subreddit page r/yoga is categorized as health because it is a community dedicated to 

the practice and discussion of yoga, which is a form of phys

Komi_san 300 591             57% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the manga series Komi-san wa, Komyushou desu, which falls 

under the category of anime and manga.

haikyuu 350 869             57% anime
The subreddit page r/haikyuu is categorized as anime because it is dedicated to the anime 

and manga series Haikyuu!!. Users in this community discuss 

HomeworkHelp 603 500             56% education
The subreddit page r/HomeworkHelp is categorized as education because its purpose is to 

provide assistance and support to individuals who need help wi

ghibli 347 685             56% anime
The subreddit page is about Studio Ghibli, a Japanese animation film studio, and is 

dedicated to sharing and discussing all things related to Ghibli f

Naruto 1 645 529          54% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the Naruto 

and Boruto series, which are popular anime and manga franchise

overlord 341 177             53% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing the anime, manga, and novel series 

'Overlord'. It is a community for fans of the series to share their t

30PlusSkinCare 1 291 353          52% health
The subreddit page is related to health as it focuses on skincare for individuals over the age 

of 30.

Teachers 605 459             52% education
The subreddit is focused on discussions, resources, and support for teachers and 

educators.

PokemonGoFriends 802 289             52% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game Pokemon Go, where trainers can exchange friend 

codes and organize raids.

whatsthisrock 273 271             51% science
The subreddit page 'whatsthisrock' is categorized as 'science' because it is dedicated to 

identifying mysterious rocks and minerals, which falls under
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LawSchool 463 558             50% education
The subreddit page is related to education as it is a community for current and former law 

school students to ask questions, seek advice, and share re

HunterXHunter 1 052 743          49% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the Japanese manga and anime series Hunter X Hunter, 

making it relevant to the anime category.

evangelion 511 895             48% anime
Evangelion is a popular anime series that focuses on mecha battles and explores complex 

themes of identity, psychology, and existentialism. The subred

psychology 2 060 545          48% science
The subreddit page is focused on sharing and discussing science-based psychological 

material, making it relevant to the field of psychology and falls 

marketing 668 698             47% business
The subreddit page is focused on discussions and questions related to marketing strategy, 

media planning, digital marketing, social media marketing, a

CrossStitch 595 034             47% crafts
The subreddit page is related to the craft of cross stitching, where users share their finished 

objects, works-in-progress, patterns, and discuss rela

PiratedGames 538 370             47% computer games
The subreddit page r/PiratedGames is categorized as computer games because it is a 

community where users discuss and share information about pirated g

metalworking 549 571             46% skills
The subreddit page r/metalworking is categorized as 'skills' because it is a community 

where people can share their metalworking projects, ask questio

OnePunchMan 1 421 685          46% anime
The subreddit page r/OnePunchMan is categorized as anime because it is dedicated to 

discussing and sharing content related to the anime series 'One Pu

crochet 809 608             46% hobbies
The subreddit page r/crochet is categorized as hobbies because it is a community 

dedicated to the hobby of crocheting. Users share their work, discuss

Mindfulness 1 318 574          46% health
The subreddit page r/Mindfulness is categorized as health because it focuses on the 

practice of mindfulness, which is a mental state achieved by focus

UKPersonalFinance 1 214 101          46% finance
The subreddit page is focused on discussing personal finance topics, including obtaining, 

budgeting, protecting, saving, and investing money in the UK

Frugal 3 753 107          44% finance
The subreddit page r/Frugal is categorized as finance because it focuses on the topic of 

frugality, which is related to managing and saving money. The

TalesFromTheFrontDesk 930 699             44% work related
TalesFromTheFrontDesk is a subreddit where hotel front desk employees share their 

stories and experiences. It is related to the work environment and t

AskAcademia 1 484 357          44% education
The subreddit page r/AskAcademia is categorized as education because it is a platform for 

discussing academic life and asking questions related to aca

pelotoncycle 500 520             44% fitness
The subreddit page is focused on a specific fitness community, Peloton, where members 

gather to form connections, share experiences, and inspire each 

sewing 1 224 024          43% hobbies
The subreddit page is focused on the hobby of sewing, including various techniques and 

discussions related to sewing.

xboxinsiders 817 142             43% technology
The subreddit page r/XboxInsiders is focused on discussing pre-release software and 

gaming experiences for Xbox, PC gaming, console, and mobile. It pr

startups 1 511 667          43% business
Startups are related to the business category as they involve the creation and development 

of new businesses or ventures.

DesignMyRoom 642 307             41% home improvementThe subreddit is focused on helping people with their home decor and design needs.

Eldenring 2 275 271          41% computer games
The subreddit is dedicated to the Elden Ring gaming community, discussing the game, 

sharing updates, and connecting with other players.

SpidermanPS4 342 526             40% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game 'Marvel's Spider-Man' and its sequels, making it 

related to the category of computer games.
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EatCheapAndHealthy 7 056 817          40% health
The subreddit page is about eating healthy on a cheap budget, providing tips, recipes, and 

discussions related to affordable and nutritious meals.

Genshin_Impact 2 349 549          40% games
The subreddit page is related to the game Genshin Impact, which is an open-world action 

RPG. It provides a platform for players to discuss the game, s

Nike 809 605             40% brand related
Nike is a well-known brand that specializes in athletic shoes, apparel, and equipment. This 

subreddit is likely dedicated to discussions, news, and up

gamedev 1 287 788          38% programming
The subreddit r/gamedev is categorized as programming because it is a community 

dedicated to game development. It is a platform where game developers 

CozyPlaces 4 105 291          38% relaxation
The subreddit page /r/CozyPlaces is categorized as relaxation because it focuses on 

creating a sense of comfort, warmth, and relaxation through the fe

passive_income 404 703             38% finance
The subreddit page is about passive income, which is a financial concept related to 

generating income without actively working for it. It focuses on s

GradSchool 481 074             38% education
The subreddit page is focused on discussions related to post-graduate studies, making it 

relevant to the education category.

blender 1 139 721          37% technology
The subreddit page r/blender is related to technology because it is dedicated to the 

discussion, sharing, and support of the Blender software, which i

yugioh 488 528             37% anime The subreddit is dedicated to discussing the Yu-Gi-Oh! anime series and manga.

MortalKombat 396 592             36% games
The subreddit page is dedicated to the Mortal Kombat franchise, which is a popular fighting 

game series created by NetherRealm Studios. It serves as a

college 1 628 677          36% education
The subreddit page is related to college and collegiate life, making it a suitable category for 

education.

Steam 2 211 106          36% computer games
The subreddit is dedicated to the Steam Community and fans of Steam, which is a popular 

digital distribution platform for computer games.

AskEconomics 1 275 827          36% education
The subreddit page is categorized as education because it serves as a central repository 

for questions about economic theory, research, and policy. Us

coolguides 3 986 664          35% education
The subreddit page r/coolguides is categorized as education because it provides picture-

based reference guides for various topics. These guides serve 

pcmasterrace 9 404 775          35% computer games
The subreddit is dedicated to PC gaming and related topics, such as build help, tech 

support, and discussions about PC ownership.

assassinscreed 654 018             34% games
The subreddit page is dedicated to the Assassin's Creed franchise, which is a popular video 

game series developed by Ubisoft. It is a platform for fan

cyberpunkgame 1 378 590          34% computer games
The subreddit page is related to the computer game 'Cyberpunk 2077'. It is a community 

where fans of the game can discuss various aspects such as game

HollowKnight 492 779             34% games
The subreddit page r/HollowKnight is categorized as 'games' because it is dedicated to the 

discussion, sharing, and appreciation of the video game Hol

xbox 565 181             32% computer games
The subreddit page is related to Xbox video game consoles, games, online services, and 

controllers.

reddeadredemption 1 315 180          31% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the Red Dead Redemption games, developed by Rockstar 

Games.

FinancialCareers 801 844             31% finance
The subreddit page is related to financial careers and provides a platform for individuals to 

discuss and plan their careers in the field of finance.

nursing 521 773             31% medical
The subreddit page is related to the field of nursing, which falls under the medical category. 

It is a community for nurses to connect, share experien
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Health 1 845 009          31% health
The subreddit page is focused on health-related topics, including discussions about health 

news and the COVID-19 pandemic.

anime_irl 3 306 544          30% anime
The subreddit page r/anime_irl is categorized as 'anime' because it is dedicated to relatable 

screenshots from anime and manga. The community members 

financialindependence 2 139 421          30% finance
The subreddit page is about financial independence and early retirement, which falls under 

the category of finance. It focuses on maximizing savings a

deadbydaylight 857 203             30% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game Dead by Daylight, which is a multiplayer horror 

game developed and published by Behaviour Interactive.

acne 965 353             30% health
The subreddit page is related to health as it focuses on discussing acne and providing 

information on how to treat it.

MealPrepSunday 3 573 034          30% health
The subreddit page is dedicated to meal prepping, which is a practice that promotes healthy 

eating habits and planning meals in advance. It provides a

Infographics 289 808             30% education
The subreddit page r/Infographics is categorized as education because it is dedicated to 

sharing and discussing informative visual representations of 

MaliciousCompliance 3 956 025          30% other
MaliciousCompliance is a subreddit dedicated to sharing stories and examples of malicious 

compliance, where individuals follow the letter of the law o

nasa 4 137 132          29% science
The subreddit r/NASA is dedicated to discussing and sharing information about the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), which is a sci

povertyfinance 1 957 656          29% finance
The subreddit page r/povertyfinance is categorized as finance because it provides financial 

advice, frugality tips, stories, opportunities, and genera

CryptoMarkets 1 574 026          29% technology
The subreddit r/CryptoMarkets is related to technology because it focuses on discussions 

and news about cryptocurrency markets. The participation in t

webdev 1 890 873          29% programming
Webdev is a subreddit dedicated to web development, which falls under the programming 

category. Users in this subreddit discuss topics related to HTML

minimalism 1 423 275          28% technology
The subreddit page r/minimalism is categorized as technology because it is discussing the 

recent API changes on Reddit and the impact it has on third-

MakeupAddiction 4 599 585          27% beauty
The subreddit page is dedicated to makeup and beauty-related discussions, tips, tutorials, 

and product recommendations.

landscaping 899 173             27% home and garden
The subreddit page is about landscaping, which falls under the category of home and 

garden. It is a community where people can share and discuss topic

lego 1 214 829          26% toys The subreddit page is about all things LEGO®, which is a popular toy brand.

chemistry 2 220 490          26% science
The subreddit page is related to chemistry, which is a scientific field. It is a community for 

chemists and chemistry enthusiasts to discuss and share

Battlefield 530 537             26% games
The subreddit page is related to the video game 'Battlefield' and serves as a community 

hub for fans to discuss and share content related to the game.

playstation 879 170             26% technology
The subreddit page is related to the PlayStation console and games, which fall under the 

category of technology.

beards 957 435             25% personal grooming
The subreddit is dedicated to discussions, tips, and advice related to growing and 

maintaining beards.

nutrition 3 735 654          25% health
The subreddit page is about nutrition science, macronutrients, micronutrients, vitamins, 

diets, and nutrition news. It focuses on discussing topics re

airpods 754 548             24% technology
The subreddit is dedicated to discussing and sharing information about Apple's AirPods and 

other wireless headphones, which falls under the category o
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fivenightsatfreddys 548 650             24% games
The subreddit page is related to the game franchise Five Nights at Freddy's (FNaF), which 

is a popular horror game series.

stocks 6 073 359          24% finance
The subreddit page is related to stocks and financial education, as it provides information 

about tickers, market news, and financial education.

cscareerquestions 1 177 184          23% technology
The subreddit page is related to technology as it discusses career questions in the field of 

computer science.

GlobalOffensive 2 150 020          23% computer games
The subreddit page r/GlobalOffensive is dedicated to the discussion and sharing of content 

related to the computer game Counter-Strike: Global Offensi

Economics 3 616 667          23% education
The subreddit page is categorized as education because it serves as a central forum for 

users to read, discuss, and learn more about topics related to

Watches 2 053 674          23% watches
The subreddit page is about wrist watches and pocket watches, making it relevant to the 

category of watches.

photoshop 731 325             22% technology
The subreddit /r/Photoshop is related to technology because it focuses on the software 

application Photoshop, which is widely used for image editing a

NintendoSwitch 5 291 971          22% computer games
NintendoSwitch is a subreddit dedicated to the Nintendo Switch console and its games. It is 

a community for gamers who are interested in discussing an

Overwatch 5 071 625          22% computer games
The subreddit page is dedicated to the game Overwatch and its related content, making it a 

computer games category.

homeautomation 2 500 077          21% technology
The subreddit page is related to home automation, which falls under the category of 

technology. It focuses on discussions, news, and information about

PersonalFinanceCanada 1 301 319          21% finance
PersonalFinanceCanada is a subreddit dedicated to discussing personal finance topics 

specifically related to Canada. Users share tips, advice, and res

CryptoCurrency 7 043 109          21% finance
The subreddit page r/CryptoCurrency is categorized as finance because it is dedicated to 

discussions, news, and updates related to cryptocurrencies. U

VALORANT 1 875 072          21% computer games
The subreddit page is about the computer game VALORANT, which is a character-based 

tactical shooter by Riot Games.

ShingekiNoKyojin 1 591 135          21% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the manga and anime series Shingeki no Kyojin/Attack on 

Titan, indicating that it is related to the anime category.

findfashion 789 528             21% fashion
The subreddit page r/findfashion is related to fashion as it is a community where users can 

find and discuss fashion-related topics, seek advice on fa

linux 962 584             20% technology
The subreddit page is related to the topic of technology, specifically Linux, which is an 

operating system. The community is protesting against API ch
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Call_of_Duty:_Modern_Warfare_III_(2023_video_game)5810 16110 1324 computer game
Upcoming first-person shooter video game, twentieth in the call of duty 

series, and sequel to modern warfare ii.

Call_of_Duty:_Modern_Warfare_3 4033 10857 723 computer game
2011 first-person shooter video game, sequel to call of duty: modern 

warfare 2, serving as the third and final installment in the original modern 

Call_of_Duty 9318 12589 80 computer game
Video game series and media franchise published by activision, starting in 

2003, developed by infinity ward, treyarch, and sledgehammer games.

Liliane_Bettencourt 4838 14343 1153 business
French heiress, socialite, and businesswoman. one of the principal 

shareholders of l'oréal.

L'Oréal 2218 3822 204
French personal care company, world's largest cosmetics company 

specializing in hair color, skincare, sun protection, makeup, perfume,  and 

Sphere_(venue) 6005 10305 847 venue
Music and entertainment arena in paradise, nevada known as the msg 

sphere, with immersive video and audio capabilities.

Spider-Man_2_(2023_video_game) 5987 9767 786 computer game
Upcoming action-adventure game based on marvel's spider-man with a 

narrative inspired by the long-running comic book mythology.

Alan_Wake_2 6266 8991 739 computer game
2023 survival horror game sequel, following alan wake who attempts to 

escape an alternative dimension by writing a horror story.

Alan_Wake 5087 7736 560 computer game
Action-adventure game where alan wake, a bestselling novelist, 

investigates the disappearance of his wife in a small town.

RoboCop:_Rogue_City 1682 4010 327 computer game
Upcoming first-person shooter game based on the robocop films, with peter 

weller reprising his role as robocop. set in old detroit.

The_Game_Awards_2023 4317 2584 212 computer game
Upcoming award show to honor the best video games of 2023, hosted by 

geoff keighley. held in los angeles, it features live performances and is 

Sam_Lake 2174 2731 205
video game 

writer

Finnish video game writer and the creative director at remedy 

entertainment, known for his work on the max payne video game series.

Remedy_Entertainment 2055 3052 204 computer game
Finnish video game developer known as remedy entertainment, based in 

espoo.

Alan_Wake_II 1321 2777 198 computer game
Upcoming survival horror game, sequel to alan wake, developed by remedy 

entertainment and published by epic games publishing.

Like_a_Dragon_Gaiden:_The_Man_Who_Erased_His_Name2364 2355 193 computer game
Action-adventure video game spin-off of the like a dragon series, developed 

by ryu ga gotoku studio and published by sega.

Alan_Wake's_American_Nightmare 1004 1578 118 computer game
Action-adventure video game sequel to alan wake, developed by remedy 

entertainment and published by microsoft studios.

The_Game_Awards 3102 3664 88 computer game
Annual awards ceremony honoring achievements in the video game 

industry. hosted by geoff keighley, it features premieres of upcoming 

Spider-Man_(2018_video_game) 2403 3274 83 computer game
2018 action-adventure game based on marvel's spider-man, featuring an 

original narrative inspired by the comic book mythology.

Insomniac_Games 1194 1697 68 computer game
American video game developer known for creating iconic playstation 

mascots like spyro the dragon and ratchet & clank. also developed popular 

The_Game_Award_for_Game_of_the_Year 3219 4122 58 computer game
Award presented annually by the game awards for the best video game 

across creative and technical fields.

2023_MAMA_Awards 32219 9494 780 event
Awards ceremony held on november 28 and 29, 2023 at the tokyo dome in 

japan, organized by cj enm.

2023_Melon_Music_Awards 14158 3828 315
Awards ceremony held on december 2, 2023, organized by melon and 

kakao entertainment.
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Gautam_Singhania 17364 9730 774 business
Indian industrialist and chairman/md of the raymond group, the world's 

largest producer of suiting fabric.

Vijaypat_Singhania 17389 7896 628 business
Businessman and aviator from india, known as a textile magnate, record 

holder in hot air ballooning and microlight flying, and author.

Raymond_Group 6842 3075 218 business
Indian branded fabric and fashion retailer, incorporated in 1925. produces 

suiting fabric. owns apparel brands like raymond, park avenue woman & 

Sapta_Saagaradaache_Ello_–_Side_B 5002 7056 580
2023 indian kannada-language romantic drama film, directed by hemanth m. 

rao.

Warren_Anderson_(American_businessman)7414 6836 546 business
American businessman, former chair and ceo of union carbide corporation, 

charged with manslaughter for bhopal disaster.

Super_Mario_RPG 3509 6961 545 computer game
1996 role-playing video game developed by square and published by 

nintendo, featuring mario and friends on a quest to defeat the smithy gang 

Super_Mario_Bros._Wonder 2660 3907 321 computer game
Upcoming side-scrolling platform game developed and published by 

nintendo for the nintendo switch.

Miriam_Adelson 24900 6353 490 business
American and israeli physician, philanthropist and political donor, wife of 

sheldon adelson, and owner of the las vegas sands.

Sheldon_Adelson 17820 4995 343 business
Israeli-american businessman, investor, political donor, and philanthropist. 

founder and ceo of las vegas sands corporation, major republican party...

Union_Carbide 6859 6141 478 business
Us chemical company producing chemicals and polymers for various 

industries, such as paints, packaging, automotive, and more.

Methyl_isocyanate 5554 5075 384
chemical 

compound

Toxic and flammable organic compound used in pesticide and rubber 

production, notorious for its involvement in the bhopal gas disaster.

Fibonacci_sequence 5554 5902 477 mathematics
Sequence in which each number is the sum of the two preceding ones. 

known as fibonacci sequence.

Al-Shifa_Hospital 1239 5479 450 hospital
Large hospital in gaza city, originally a british army barracks transformed 

into a medical center.

Insys_Therapeutics 1837 5037 409 medicine
Pharmaceutical company known for producing subsys, a potent opioid 

medication.

Layla_Anna-Lee 9088 5018 404
television 

presenter
English television presenter, specializing in sports.

Suika_Game 4081 4716 388 computer game
Japanese video game that combines falling and merging puzzles, known as 

suika game or watermelon game.

John_Kapoor 1615 4620 370 business
Convicted felon, multi-millionaire, pharmaceutical entrepreneur, and former 

ceo of insys therapeutics.

Challenge_Index 3796 3685 298 education
Ranking system for high schools based on advanced placement and 

international baccalaureate programs availability and exam participation.

Shein 4801 3516 277 business
Online fast fashion retailer headquartered in singapore. founded in nanjing, 

china in 2008, it is the world's largest fashion retailer as of 2022.

Bobby_Deol_filmography 7559 3311 272
Indian actor known for blockbuster films like barsaat, gupt, soldier, and 

humraaz. won a filmfare award and part of the deol family.

Onimusha 1581 3645 271 computer game
Video game series by capcom that retells japan's history with supernatural 

elements.

Dead_Internet_theory 4156 3016 248 technology
Online conspiracy theory that claims the internet consists mainly of bot 

activity and manipulated content.
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George_Villiers,_1st_Duke_of_Buckingham1715 3410 247
17th-century english courtier, statesman, and arts patron, known as the 1st 

duke of buckingham.

AR-15–style_rifle 2631 3000 247
Lightweight semi-automatic rifle based on the colt ar-15 design. originally 

rejected by the military, now produced by various manufacturers.

Taylor_Swift_masters_dispute 2143 2941 242 business
Dispute between taylor swift and her former record label over ownership of 

her first six album masters.

It's_a_Wonderful_Knife 3294 2833 233
2023 slasher comedy film, spin on it's a wonderful life, where the lead 

character discovers how many deaths she has prevented.

The_Economist_Democracy_Index 3779 2821 232
Democracy index measuring the quality of democracy worldwide based on 

60 indicators. ranks countries into different regime types.

Persona_5_Tactica 1498 2670 219 computer game
2023 tactical role-playing game spin-off from the persona series, developed 

by p-studio and published by sega.

Suburræterna 1407 2596 213
2023 italian tv series based on the 2015 film suburra and following the 

events of the 2017 series blood on rome.

Gauze 1044 2767 210 material
Thin, translucent fabric with a loose open weave. widely used for medical 

dressings. derived from gaza, has a long history in textile weaving.

List_of_most-visited_websites 3007 2543 209 technology
List of most-visited websites worldwide with their rankings, as compiled by 

similarweb and alexa internet (until may 2022).

Art_Deco_architecture_of_New_York_City 10654 2583 205 architecture
Style of architecture that flourished in new york city during the 1920s and 

1930s. it broke traditional conventions with verticality, ornamentation...

Indian_Renewable_Energy_Development_Agency3614 2454 202 enterprise
Government organization formed in 1987 to promote, develop, and finance 

renewable energy projects in india.

Tree_Paine 6676 2557 197 business Pr executive known for being taylor swift's publicist since 2014.

Welcome_to_Samdal-ri 5738 2341 192
South korean tv series, welcome to samdal-ri, written by kwon hye-joo, 

directed by cha young-hoon, and starring ji chang-wook and shin hye-sun.

Zenless_Zone_Zero 3752 2426 184 computer game
Upcoming free-to-play urban fantasy action rpg developed and published by 

mihoyo in china, with global publishing by cognosphere.

Oh-My-God_particle 4679 2361 174 science
Ultra-high-energy cosmic ray detected in 1991 that questioned theories 

about the origin and propagation of cosmic rays.

Rich_Communication_Services 1242 2209 155 technology
Communication protocol aiming to replace sms messages, providing 

phonebook polling and in-call multimedia.

Anthropic 1153 1762 144 business
American startup specializing in ai development, founded by former 

members of openai. they focus on general ai systems and responsible ai 

Ezili_Dantor 7128 1790 138
Main loa of the petro family in haitian vodou, representing love and 

protection of the youth and marginalized.

Casetify 1475 1963 138 brand Hong kong company that produces phone cases and electronic accessories.

Enshittification 1473 1664 137 technology
Pattern of decreasing quality in online platforms, known as enshittification or 

platform decay, leading to their downfall.

Ulf_Merbold 6945 1652 132 scientist
German physicist & astronaut who flew to space 3 times, becoming the first 

west german in space & first non-american on a nasa spacecraft.

Viral_encephalitis 6747 1678 132 disease
Is inflammation of the brain parenchyma caused by a virus. most common 

type of encephalitis, often occurring with viral meningitis.
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Hamad_Medjedovic 6010 1594 131
Serbian professional tennis player and reached a career-high atp singles 

ranking of world no. 102.

One_Piece_(season_21) 2793 1560 128
Is the twenty-first season of the one piece anime series, following monkey d. 

luffy and his crew on their adventure in the egghead story arc that i...

Livechat_Software 1778 1566 127 business
Customer service software company and developer of livechat, an online 

chat software for e-commerce sales and customer support.

Julia_Stewart_(businesswoman) 6127 1441 117 business
Businesswoman and former ceo of dineequity, inc. (now dine brands global 

inc.).

Two_Towers,_Bologna 5791 1539 117

Crunchyroll_LLC 1059 1329 109 business
American entertainment company focused on the distribution and licensing 

of anime, films, and television series. founded in 1994, acquired by sony ...

STEVE 1248 1416 109 phenomenon
Atmospheric optical phenomenon named steve, appearing as a purple and 

green light ribbon in the sky.

Operation_Freedom_Deal 5527 1402 109 other
Military operation conducted during the vietnam war by the united states, 

south vietnam, and cambodia.

Sean_Brady_(fighter) 5520 1683 108
American mixed martial artist who competes in the welterweight division of 

the ultimate fighting championship.

Sonic_Superstars 1142 1298 107 computer game
2023 platform game developed by arzest and sonic team. it features side-

scrolling gameplay similar to the 1990s sonic the hedgehog games.

Sultan_Al_Jaber 4449 1329 102
Uae politician, minister of industry and advanced technology, head of adnoc, 

chairman of masdar, special envoy for climate change, and president-de...

Trojan_Room_coffee_pot 5119 1322 100 technology
Coffee machine located in the computer laboratory of the university of 

cambridge, england. it was the world's first webcam.

2023_WDF_World_Darts_Championship 3573 1205 99
Is the 2023 wdf world darts championship, held in frimley green, england. 

neil duff and beau greaves are defending the titles.

Kissinger_Associates 5008 1241 96 business
Nyc-based geopolitical consulting firm founded and run by henry kissinger, 

providing strategic advice on government relations.

Charlie_Javice 3686 1157 95 business
Founder & former ceo of frank, a student financial aid app. accused of fraud 

regarding the sale of her company to jpmorgan chase for $175m.

Chris_Lighty 5239 1449 94 business
Music industry executive known for co-founding violator, a record label, 

management, and marketing company for hip hop and r&b artists.

Make_Your_Own_Kind_of_Music 3601 1129 91
Song by mama cass elliot from her album make your own kind of music/it’s 

getting better (1969).

Tetration 1099 1501 91 science Mathematical operation based on repeated exponentiation.

Ellie_Harrison_(journalist) 4050 1235 91 English tv presenter, known for co-presenting countryfile since 2009.

Shuttle_diplomacy 4603 1197 90 diplomacy
Diplomatic action where an outside party serves as an intermediary between 

principals in a dispute without direct contact.

Piper_Curda 4009 1307 84
American actress and singer known for her roles in disney channel shows 

and films. she has also appeared in miniseries.

Wild_Blue_Yonder_(Doctor_Who) 3727 1025 84
Set of three special episodes of doctor who airing to celebrate its 60th 

anniversary in 2023.
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2023_Florida_State_Seminoles_football_team1831 984 81

Ernest_Roberts_(Australian_politician) 3944 923 76
Labor politician and soldier who served in the south australian house of 

assembly from 1896 to 1902 and 1905 to 1908.

Kadamba_dynasty 4381 1259 74
historical 

dynasty

Ancient royal family of karnataka, india, that ruled northern karnataka and 

the konkan. founded in c. 345, they had imperial ambitions and develope...

College_of_Saint_Rose 3682 949 74 education
Private roman catholic college in albany, new york, founded in 1920 by the 

sisters of st. joseph of carondelet.

Charles_Maurice_de_Talleyrand-Périgord 2029 1326 69
French clergyman, statesman, and leading diplomat known for crafty, 

cynical diplomacy.

Galactic_algorithm 4049 1068 67
High-performing theoretical algorithm that is never used in practice, named 

by richard lipton and ken regan.

Steve_and_Eydie 3256 942 63
American pop vocal duet consisting of steve lawrence and eydie gormé, 

known for their work together on tonight starring steve allen.

Deacon_Hill_(American_football) 1940 753 62
American football quarterback currently playing for the iowa hawkeyes, 

previously played for the wisonsin badgers.

Myles_Goodwyn 3142 813 60 Canadian musician known as myles francis goodwyn.

Hemant_Singh 2134 800 58 Former rana of dholpur whose title was abolished by india in 1971.

Conversations_about_Important_Things 2697 638 52 education
Series of compulsory school lessons in russia covering various topics from 

the government's perspective, aimed at introducing 'patriotic educatio...

Boo_Corrigan 2858 797 51
Director of athletics for the nc state wolfpack, previously associated with 

duke, notre dame, and us military academy.

Eastleigh_F.C. 2270 793 51
Professional football club based in eastleigh, hampshire, england. competes 

in the national league.

Roopkund 2942 967 50
High altitude glacial lake in uttarakhand, india, surrounded by snow-clad 

mountains. also known as skeleton lake, it contains ancient human 

D._W._Moffett 2230 812 48
American film, stage, and television actor known for his roles in various 

productions.

Bagger_288 2553 924 48 technology
Bucket-wheel excavator or mobile strip mining machine, built by german 

company krupp, used for removing overburden in coal mining operations.

James–Lange_theory 2550 677 47

List_of_Saturday_Night_Live_guests 2130 966 46 Late-night sketch comedy and variety show created by lorne michaels.

John_G._Schmitz 2427 782 46
Republican politician known for extreme right-wing views, member of the 

john birch society, and candidate for us president in 1972.

Sergei_Krikalev 2098 820 45 scientist
Russian mechanical engineer, former cosmonaut, and former head of the 

yuri gagarin cosmonaut training center.

Anthony_Thomas_(American_football) 1851 615 43 Former american football running back, nickname a-train.

Mystery_of_the_Wax_Museum 2146 609 42
1933 pre-code mystery-horror film directed by michael curtiz and starring 

lionel atwill, fay wray, glenda farrell, and frank mchugh.
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Dan_Clancy 1225 514 42 business
American technologist and computer scientist, known for his work at nasa 

and as the engineering director for google book search.

Chuck_Feeney 1390 852 40 business
American businessman and philanthropist who co-founded duty free 

shoppers group and founded the atlantic philanthropies, giving away over $8 

Greg_Knapp 2097 567 40
Football coach who served in the nfl for 25 seasons, coaching multiple 

teams including the new york jets and san francisco 49ers.

Category 1935 570 39
Classification scheme used to organize and group things based on common 

characteristics or properties.

António_Variações 2022 520 39

Tony_Allen_(comedian) 1969 469 38
English comedian and writer, known as the "godfather of alternative 

comedy".

Black_Angel_(1946_film) 1807 481 37
1946 film noir directed by roy william neill. it follows catherine and marty as 

they try to clear her husband of murder.

Roustabout 2067 634 36 occupation
Term used to describe workers with broad-based skills in various industries 

such as show/circus, rural employment, and the oil industry.

Serious_Sam:_The_Second_Encounter 1787 486 35 computer game
2002 first-person shooter game, sequel to serious sam: the first encounter, 

where the player battles enemies and seeks the holy grail.

Eve_(nightclub) 1790 420 35 nightclub
Private members' nightclub on regent street, london. founded in 1953 with 

an illuminated glass floor. notable for daring shows and famous patrons.

Piranha_solution 1078 896 34
chemical 

compound

Corrosive mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide used to clean 

organic residues off substrates.

Medical_uses_of_silver 1276 550 33 medicine
Metal used in wound dressings, creams, & as an antibiotic coating. it may 

reduce infections & pneumonia incidence in medical devices.

Tanaquil_Le_Clercq 1709 429 31
medical 

condition

Ballet dancer who became a principal dancer with the new york city ballet, 

but her career ended abruptly due to polio.

Global_Oreo_Vault 1473 377 31 marketing event
Publicity stunt by nabisco where the oreo cookie recipe was stored in a 

concrete bunker near the svalbard global seed vault.

First_Mongol_invasion_of_Burma 1566 424 30 Military invasion by the mongols on burma

Megahertz_myth 1571 390 30 technology
Misconception of using clock rate to compare microprocessor performance. 

factors like execution units and cache hierarchy also affect performance.

Carmina_Burana 1756 722 29

Carmina_Burana_(Orff) 1058 777 10
Cantata composed by carl orff in 1935 and 1936, based on 24 medieval 

poems.

Dennis_Christopher 2043 788 28
American actor known for roles in breaking away, fade to black, chariots of 

fire, it, and django unchained.

White_House_Honey_Ale 1468 353 28 food
Beer brewed in the white house since 2011. three styles brewed: honey 

blonde ale, honey porter, and honey brown.

Snowy_plover 1396 373 27
Small shorebird found in the americas, belonging to the bird family 

charadriidae.

List_of_teachers_who_married_their_students1135 407 26 List of notable teachers marrying their students.
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Astérix_(satellite) 1417 360 26

Duke_of_Westminster 1765 751 25
Uk peerage title created by queen victoria in 1874, bestowed upon hugh 

grosvenor, 3rd marquess of westminster.

Chance_Meeting_on_a_Dissecting_Table_of_a_Sewing_Machine_and_an_Umbrella1314 330 25
Debut album by nurse with wound, blending noise and jamming, considered 

a glowing example of late-70s industrial noise.

Konzo 1332 339 25 disease
Paralytic disease among hunger-stricken rural populations in africa due to 

cassava-induced malnutrition and cyanide intake.

WikiReader 1261 314 24 Mobile device project to deliver offline, text-only version of wikipedia.

Wiz_Khalifa_discography 1280 444 20
American rapper known for his extensive discography, including seven 

studio albums, several mixtapes, and numerous chart-topping singles.

Wētā_FX 1237 467 19

Shahtoosh 1165 419 19
Wool obtained from the fur of the chiru, also known as the tibetan antelope. 

it is referred to as the 'king of wools.'

Gymnasium_(Germany) 1146 396 18 education
Is the most advanced and highest type of secondary school in the german 

education system, emphasizing academic learning.

Electromagnetic_Aircraft_Launch_System 1146 457 16 technology
Type of electromagnetic catapult system developed by general atomics for 

the united states navy.
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YouTube 255729 221885 6751 technology
American online video sharing and social media platform. launched in 2005, 

it is owned by google and has over 2.5 billion monthly users.

Outlook.com 44271 73502 5529 technology
Free webmail service by microsoft offering mail, calendaring, contacts, and 

tasks services.

Microsoft_Outlook 6494 6421 282 technology
Personal information manager software system, part of microsoft 365, 

popular as an email client for businesses with calendaring, task managing, 

XXXX_(beer) 47834 78586 5121 brand
Popular australian beer brand brewed in milton, brisbane. enjoyed on-tap in 

pubs and bars in queensland.

Sam_Altman 17155 58319 4688 entrepreneur
American entrepreneur, investor, and programmer. co-founder of loopt, ceo 

of openai.

Mira_Murati 4803 26456 2174 scientist
Albanian business manager. served as cto of openai since 2018 & interim 

ceo from nov 17-19, 2023.

OpenAI 14939 28854 2000 technology
Us ai research lab aiming to develop safe and beneficial artificial general 

intelligence.

Ilya_Sutskever 6526 17629 1394 scientist
Russian-born israeli-canadian computer scientist, co-founder of openai, and 

a major contributor to deep learning.

Greg_Brockman 2049 7950 653 business
American entrepreneur, investor, and software developer. co-founder of 

openai, former cto of stripe, excelled in mathematics and computer science.

Artificial_general_intelligence 6037 7452 525 technology
Hypothetical type of intelligent agent that could learn to perform any 

intellectual task surpassing human capabilities.

Bard_(chatbot) 6060 5031 413
artificial 

intelligence

Conversational generative ai chatbot developed by google based on lamda 

and palm llm.

Geoffrey_Hinton 2036 2890 210 scientist
British-canadian cognitive psychologist and computer scientist, known for 

his work on artificial neural networks.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's 21136 37424 2755 video game
Popular video game series and media franchise created by scott cawthon in 

2014.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_(video_game) 3319 7854 615 computer game
2014 point-and-click survival horror video game set in a family pizzeria. the 

player must survive the night by avoiding animatronic characters.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_4 3709 3450 266 computer game
Survival horror video game developed by scott cawthon. part of the five 

nights at freddy's series, it features nightmarish animatronics and a dark...

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's:_Security_Breach 2570 4008 237 computer game
2021 first-person survival horror video game, eighth installment in five 

nights at freddy's series, featuring free-roam gameplay.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_2 1398 2343 178 computer game
Survival horror video game and the second installment in the five nights at 

freddy's series.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's:_Help_Wanted 1308 2365 173 computer game
2019 vr survival horror video game, part of the five nights at freddy's series, 

where players must evade attacks from animatronics.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_3 1232 2000 147 computer game
Horror video game set in a decrepit attraction with a security guard 

defending against animatronics.
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Charlie_Munger 101999 25524 1914 business
Businessman, investor, and philanthropist. vice chairman of berkshire 

hathaway, chairman of wesco financial corporation.

Warren_Buffett 33864 14239 494 business
American business magnate, investor, and philanthropist. currently the 

chairman and ceo of berkshire hathaway.

Berkshire_Hathaway 11888 5926 103 business
American multinational conglomerate holding company primarily focused on 

insurance and investing in subsidiaries and securities.

Greg_Abel 2184 664 47 business
Canadian businessman, chairman and ceo of berkshire hathaway energy, 

and vice-chairman of non-insurance operations of berkshire hathaway.

Raindrop_cake 41155 41055 1908 food
Dessert made of water and agar that resembles a large raindrop. popular in 

japan since 2014.

André_3000 12404 15362 1064
American rapper, singer, musician, songwriter, and record producer. 

member of the hip hop duo outkast. widely considered one of the greatest 

Von_Erich_family 12739 13466 841 sports family
American professional wrestling family originally from texas, known as the 

von erichs. tragically, many members of the family have died prematurely.

The_Hunger_Games:_Mockingjay_–_Part_212242 11335 778
2015 american dystopian action film and the final installment in the hunger 

games series.

Master_X_Master 11093 11825 747 computer game Moba video game developed and published by ncsoft.

Coca-Cola 12542 14463 719 product
Carbonated soft drink manufactured by the coca-cola company, sold in over 

200 countries worldwide, with 1.8 billion daily beverage servings.

Limonene 15835 15486 694
chemical 

compound

Cyclic monoterpene, major component in citrus fruit peel oil. used as a 

flavoring agent, precursor in synthesis, and solvent in cleaning products. ...

Viral_video 19531 10290 646 internet
Popular video that spreads rapidly on the internet through sharing on 

platforms like youtube and social media.
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Untitled_Grand_Theft_Auto_game 11520 9571 633 computer game
Upcoming grand theft auto game by rockstar games, serving as the eighth 

main entry in the series with a female playable protagonist.

Alan_Wake 5087 7736 560 computer game
Action-adventure game where alan wake, a bestselling novelist, 

investigates the disappearance of his wife in a small town.

Rockstar_Games 7215 7205 378 computer game
American video game publisher based in new york city owned by take-two 

interactive.

Grand_Theft_Auto 8768 8053 324 computer game
Series of action-adventure games created by david jones and mike dailly. 

primarily developed by rockstar north and published by rockstar games. 

The_Game_Awards_2023 4317 2584 212 computer game
Upcoming award show to honor the best video games of 2023, hosted by 

geoff keighley. held in los angeles, it features live performances and is 

Sam_Lake 2174 2731 205
video game 

writer

Finnish video game writer and the creative director at remedy 

entertainment, known for his work on the max payne video game series.

Remedy_Entertainment 2055 3052 204 computer game
Finnish video game developer known as remedy entertainment, based in 

espoo.

Grand_Theft_Auto:_San_Andreas 5337 6219 200 computer game
2004 action-adventure game set in an open world environment. follows carl 

johnson's journey in the u.s. state of san andreas.

Alan_Wake_II 1321 2777 198 computer game
Upcoming survival horror game, sequel to alan wake, developed by remedy 

entertainment and published by epic games publishing.

Red_Dead_Redemption_2 6537 5819 152 computer game
2018 action-adventure game set in 1899 following the story of arthur 

morgan, an outlaw, in a fictionalized representation of the usa.

Alan_Wake's_American_Nightmare 1004 1578 118 computer game
Action-adventure video game sequel to alan wake, developed by remedy 

entertainment and published by microsoft studios.

List_of_video_games_published_by_Rockstar_Games2102 1933 112 computer game
Video game publisher known for grand theft auto, bully, l.a. noire, red dead, 

max payne, and midnight club series.

Take-Two_Interactive 2048 2184 89 computer game
American video game holding company based in nyc, founded in 1993. 

owns rockstar games, 2k, and other game franchises.

The_Game_Awards 3102 3664 88 computer game
Annual awards ceremony honoring achievements in the video game 

industry. hosted by geoff keighley, it features premieres of upcoming 

The_Game_Award_for_Game_of_the_Year 3219 4122 58 computer game
Award presented annually by the game awards for the best video game 

across creative and technical fields.

Mons_pubis 1357 8759 621 anatomy
Rounded mass of fatty tissue over the pubic symphysis, forming the anterior 

portion of the vulva. its size varies with hormonal changes.

Vulva 5436 6005 87 anatomy
Part of female anatomy that includes the mons pubis, labia majora, labia 

minora, clitoris, and vaginal opening.

Vagina 6134 5727 60 anatomy
Part of the female genital tract that allows for sexual intercourse and birth. it 

extends from the vestibule to the cervix.

Labia_majora 1490 1805 44 anatomy
Prominent skin folds that extend from mons pubis to perineum, forming part 

of the vulva & homologous to male scrotum.

Electric_battery 10786 9083 609 technology
Source of electric power consisting of one or more electrochemical cells with 

external connections for powering devices.

Julia_Child 13325 10418 574 chef
Chef who brought french cuisine to american public with her cookbook 

'mastering the art of french cooking' and tv show 'the french chef'
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Eduardo_Saverin 4597 10646 572 business
Brazilian billionaire entrepreneur and co-founder of facebook. net worth of 

$18.4 billion.

Sean_Parker 3115 5797 220 business
American entrepreneur and philanthropist, co-founded napster and was the 

first president of facebook. also co-founded plaxo, causes, airtime.com, a...

Atherosclerosis 5407 9722 496 medicine
Disease where artery walls develop abnormalities (lesions) that can cause 

narrowing. symptoms often appear in middle age.

Keffiyeh 9797 7686 488 clothing
Traditional headdress worn by men in the middle east. made of cotton, 

provides sunburn, dust, and sand protection.

Carter_Reum 13601 7652 472 business
American author, entrepreneur, and venture capitalist. founded m13 

ventures, co-founded veev spirits.

1 8482 8345 426 number
Number representing a single or the only entity, also a digit and a unit of 

counting or measurement. has multiplicative identity property and is th...

Uncanny_valley 5815 8344 425 science
Hypothesis regarding the unsettling feelings provoked by humanoid objects 

that imperfectly resemble human beings.

WeWork 1919 7076 409 business Provider of coworking spaces, headquartered in new york city.

Adam_Neumann 1644 5884 288 businessman
Israeli-american billionaire businessman and investor. co-founded wework 

and currently manages personal wealth through 166 2nd financial services.

New_Relic 5736 5704 409 business Us-based web tracking and analytics company.

David_Tepper 17923 5271 376 business
Billionaire hedge fund manager, owner of carolina panthers and charlotte fc, 

and founder of appaloosa management.

SpaceX_Starship 3475 7642 368 technology
Super heavy lift launch vehicle and spacecraft developed by spacex. it is 

designed for reusable spaceflight and has various applications including ...

Peter_Nygård 1609 5136 367
Finnish-canadian businessman, fashion exec, and convicted felon who 

founded nygård international, a women's apparel company.

Generation_Alpha 10746 10972 363
demographic 

cohort

Demographic cohort succeeding generation z, born in the early 2010s to 

early-to-mid 2020s.

Generation_X 10768 12253 224 generation
Is the demographic cohort following the baby boomers and preceding the 

millennials.

Mark_Cuban 27458 11235 363 business
American businessman, investor, film producer, television personality, and 

billionaire.

Tesla_Cybertruck 15107 5580 360 product
Battery electric full-size pickup truck built by tesla, inc. announced in nov 

2019, with pilot production starting jul 2023. delivery planned for n...

David_Attenborough 8780 10004 343 scientist
British broadcaster, biologist, natural historian, and author. best known for 

writing and presenting nature documentaries.

Sahara_India_Pariwar 1667 4574 332 business
Indian conglomerate operating in finance, real estate, sports & healthcare. 

founded in 1978, headquartered in lucknow, india.

TikTok 14963 17252 316 technology
Short-form video hosting service by bytedance, featuring 3-10 minute user-

submitted videos.

Avocado 6255 7210 312 food
Medium-sized evergreen tree native to the americas, first domesticated in 

mesoamerica over 5,000 years ago.

John_Mearsheimer 3477 4725 303 scientist
Political scientist and international relations scholar known for his theory of 

offensive realism.
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S 8380 8256 300 alphabet
Letter in the latin alphabet used in the modern english alphabet and others 

worldwide.

Jakkaphong_Jakrajutatip 2474 4346 268 business
Thai businesswoman, tv host, and ceo of jkn global group. owner of miss 

universe, miss usa, and miss teen usa. third richest transgender person.

Davis_Cup 3753 4982 267
sport 

tournament

Premier international team event in men's tennis, contested annually 

between teams from over 140 countries.

Hannah_Fry 7302 5793 261 scientist
British mathematician, author, and radio/tv presenter. professor in the 

mathematics of cities at ucl.

Joan_Bakewell 2254 793 43
English journalist, tv presenter, and labour party peer. president of birkbeck, 

university of london. born in 1933.

Vince_McMahon 6747 7686 251 business
American businessman, media proprietor and professional wrestling 

executive.

FTX 1560 3826 250 business
Bankrupt company that operated a fraudulent cryptocurrency exchange and 

hedge fund. founded in 2019, it was the third-largest exchange by volume.

Costco 4789 6061 246 business
Us multinational corporation operating membership-only big-box retail stores 

(warehouse club)

Persimmon 11764 12584 243 food
Edible fruit from the genus diospyros. kaki persimmon, diospyros kaki, is the 

most widely cultivated species. china produces 75% of the global pers...

Bright's_disease 2791 3701 227 disease
Historical classification of kidney diseases characterized by swelling, 

presence of albumin in urine, and often accompanied by high blood 

Asda 2888 3761 222 business British supermarket chain, acquired by walmart in 1999.

List_of_best-selling_video_games 7676 7661 220 computer game
List of video games with minecraft as the best-selling game, selling over 238 

million copies worldwide.

Scurvy 1658 4092 215 disease
Disease resulting from vitamin c deficiency. symptoms include weakness, 

fatigue, and gum disease. diagnosis is based on appearance and x-rays.

Rothschild_family 12161 12264 213 business
Wealthy ashkenazi jewish family originally from frankfurt, known for their 

international banking business and noble rank in the holy roman empire a...

Yakuza_(franchise) 4190 4224 212 computer game
Japanese video game franchise by sega, incorporating elements of action-

adventure, beat 'em up, and role-playing genres.

Like_a_Dragon_Gaiden:_The_Man_Who_Erased_His_Name2364 2355 193 computer game
Action-adventure video game spin-off of the like a dragon series, developed 

by ryu ga gotoku studio and published by sega.

Fortnite 7034 5708 211 computer game
Online video game featuring three distinct game modes: fortnite battle 

royale, fortnite: save the world, and fortnite creative.

Mohamed_Hadid 4314 5164 209 business
American real estate developer known for building luxury hotels and 

mansions in la. father of gigi and bella.

Islamic_State 6546 7923 202 science
Jihadist extremist group in the middle east known for its brutal tactics and 

territorial control.

Sniffies 2126 3265 202 website
Interactive, map-based hookup web app for gay, bisexual, and bicurious 

guys. users can view profiles and chat with potential partners in their area.

Nail_clubbing 1799 3489 201
medical 

condition

Deformity of finger/toe nails associated with heart & lung diseases. also 

known as digital clubbing or clubbing.

Canva 10101 10153 201 technology
Graphic design platform used for creating social media graphics and 

presentations. competes with google and microsoft in office software 
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Fentanyl 7010 7932 198 medicine
Highly potent opioid used for pain management and sedation. it is much 

stronger than morphine and can cause overdose even with small amounts.

Specials_(Unicode_block) 1646 2890 190 technology
Unicode block of characters at the end of the basic multilingual plane, 

allocated at u+fff0–ffff.

List_of_Unicode_characters 4811 4630 52 technology
Collection of 149,878 unicode characters, covering 161 scripts and symbol 

sets. it includes the multilingual european character set subset and prov...

ISO_8601 9194 8053 188 technology
International standard for date and time-related data exchange and 

communication.

Ferrari 5814 5323 179 brand
Italian luxury sports car manufacturer, known for producing high-

performance supercars and grand tourers. founded by enzo ferrari in 1939.

Soursop 3280 3837 176 food Tropical fruit of annona muricata tree native to the americas and caribbean.

Myasthenia_gravis 2397 4409 174 disease
Neuromuscular junction disease causing skeletal muscle weakness. 

commonly affects eyes, face, and swallowing. can cause double vision, 

Elections_in_India 6299 3406 170
Parliamentary democracy with power shared between the central 

government and states. it is the largest democracy in the world.

McDonald's 8580 9204 169 business
American multinational fast food chain founded in 1940. it is known for its 

iconic golden arches logo and franchise model.

Pope_Francis 10524 8616 167 other Page about pope francis, the head of the catholic church since 2013.

Half-Life_(video_game) 2487 3269 166 computer game
1998 fps game developed by valve corporation, known as their debut 

product and the first game in the half-life series.

Fallout_(series) 11115 4097 164 computer game
Post-apocalyptic rpg video game franchise created by tim cain at interplay 

entertainment.

Bulbbul 5569 3321 163
2020 indian horror film about a child-bride's journey to strength in 1880s 

bengal. directed by anvita dutt. released on netflix.

Infinite_monkey_theorem 10091 3041 162 science
Theorem stating a monkey randomly hitting keys on a typewriter will almost 

surely type any given text, including shakespeare's works.

Pepper_X 2009 2541 160 food
Cultivar of capsicum chili pepper. developed over 10 years, it is 

exceptionally potent and was recognized as the hottest chili in the world.

Bell_pepper 1803 1949 37 food
Fruit of plants in the capsicum annuum species. cultivated in various colors, 

used as a vegetable in cooking.

Control_(video_game) 2782 3650 160 computer game
2019 action-adventure game about the federal bureau of control, a secret 

agency studying phenomena that violate reality.

Omarosa_Manigault_Newman 1364 2580 160
reality television 

show participant
Reality tv participant, writer, and former political aide to donald trump.

World_of_Warcraft 4230 5544 159 computer game
Mmorpg released in 2004 by blizzard entertainment, set in the warcraft 

fantasy universe, where players explore azeroth and complete quests.

Average_human_height_by_country 8181 8156 150 science
Page that provides average adult human height by country or geographical 

region through two tables.

Sweetbread 1622 3001 145 food
Culinary name for the thymus or pancreas, typically from calf or lamb. rich 

flavor and tender texture. served as appetizer or main course.

Judith_Love_Cohen 1503 2688 144 scientist
American aerospace engineer who worked on important projects like the 

minuteman missile and the hubble space telescope. later, she founded a 
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Marco_Pierre_White 3530 3181 143 chef
British chef, restaurateur, and television personality. first british chef to be 

awarded three michelin stars.

Bill_Ackman 2708 2761 141 business
American hedge fund manager, founder and ceo of pershing square capital. 

net worth: $3.5 billion (june 2023).

What_If...?_(TV_series) 3036 5086 140 Tv series with multiple alternate scenarios and possibilities.

Mukesh_Ambani 7587 8288 140 business
Billionaire businessman, chairman, and managing director of reliance 

industries, the most valuable company in india.

Marfan_syndrome 3143 4363 132 disease
Genetic disorder affecting connective tissue, causing abnormal skeletal, 

cardiovascular, and ocular traits.

Miesha_Tate 6583 2360 131
Former american professional mixed martial artist. former ufc women's 

bantamweight & strikeforce women's bantamweight champion.

Bernie_Ecclestone 1759 2634 129 business
British business magnate, former ceo of formula one group, overseeing 

formula one racing and its commercial rights.

List_of_AMD_Ryzen_processors 4782 5082 129 technology
Family of x86-64 microprocessors from amd, based on the zen 

microarchitecture.

Legality_of_cannabis_by_U.S._jurisdiction 2047 4140 128 law
Legalization of cannabis by u.s. jurisdictions and its medical and 

recreational use despite federal prohibition.

KFC 6604 6867 127 food
Fast food restaurant chain specializing in fried chicken, headquartered in 

louisville, kentucky.

Eggnog 7530 5015 127 food
Rich, chilled, sweetened, dairy-based beverage historically known as 

eggnog or milk punch, often enjoyed during the christmas season.

The_Daily_Wire 4548 3507 127 business Conservative news and opinion website.

John_D._Rockefeller 7266 6467 126 business
Wealthy american business magnate and philanthropist who founded the 

standard oil company and revolutionized the petroleum industry.

Jaromír_Jágr 1252 2514 124
Czech ice hockey player who has played in the nhl for various teams and 

holds several records.

Grigori_Perelman 5284 2304 123 scientist
Russian mathematician known for contributions to geometric analysis, 

riemannian geometry, and geometric topology.

Poincaré_conjecture 2663 1237 51
Geometric topology theorem about the 3-sphere, which characterizes the 

hypersphere bounding the unit ball in 4-dimensional space.

Lamborghini 7816 7676 122
automobile 

manufacturer

Italian manufacturer of luxury sports cars and suvs based in sant'agata 

bolognese, owned by volkswagen group.

Laila_Rouass 4401 2079 122 British actress known for roles in footballers' wives and holby city.

List_of_Emma_Stone_performances 3497 2270 121
American actress known for superbad, zombieland, easy a, and the 

amazing spider-man.

Factitious_disorder_imposed_on_another 1385 2174 119
medical 

condition

Mental health disorder where a caregiver induces illness in someone, often 

their child, for attention.

Petr_Čech 2973 3020 117
Czech former professional footballer and ice hockey goaltender, considered 

one of the greatest goalkeepers of all time.
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Paul_Hollywood 5257 5484 116 celebrity chef
English celebrity chef and tv personality, known as a judge on the great 

british bake off since 2010.

Mary_Berry 2764 3281 90 food
Dame mary rosa alleyne hunnings, an english food writer, chef, baker, and 

television presenter.

Nathaniel_Curtis 2119 869 71 British actor known for his role in the drama it's a sin.

Whose_Line_Is_It_Anyway?_(American_TV_series)2708 3196 115
British radio program later turned tv show about short-form improvisational 

comedy.

Starbucks 5637 6499 114 company
American multinational chain of coffeehouses and roastery reserves 

headquartered in seattle, washington. it is the world's largest coffeehouse 

Whamageddon 7027 2641 111 game
Game played to go without hearing 'last christmas' by wham! during the 24 

days before christmas day.

Geneva_Conventions 3290 4083 110 international law
Set of international humanitarian laws that establish standards for treatment 

in war.

Q-learning 2714 2103 110 programming
Model-free reinforcement learning algorithm to learn the value of an action in 

a particular state.

Jingle_All_the_Way 4761 3044 106
1996 american christmas family comedy film directed by brian levant, 

starring arnold schwarzenegger and sinbad as two rival fathers trying to 

Stephanie_Courtney 5447 2420 101 advertising
American actress and comedian, best known for playing the character flo in 

progressive commercials.

Jupiter 6412 6457 101 science
Gas giant planet, fifth from the sun, with a mass more than 2.5 times that of 

all other planets combined. its rapid rotation creates an oblate shap...

Paul_Karason 4263 1758 94
medical 

condition

Wikipedia page about paul karason, an american whose skin turned blue 

after taking colloidal silver.

Theia_(planet) 1150 2141 94 science
Hypothesized ancient planet that collided with earth, forming the moon. may 

have been the size of mars and provided earth's water.

Zara_(retailer) 3530 3662 93 brand Spanish multinational retail clothing chain specializing in fast fashion.

Tamarind 2255 3388 93 food
Leguminous tree native to tropical africa and asia, bearing edible fruit. 

genus tamarindus is monotypic and belongs to the family fabaceae.

Pepsi 3755 4484 92 beverage Carbonated soft drink manufactured by pepsico.

Möbius_strip 1661 2582 89
Non-orientable surface formed by twisting a strip of paper, discovered by 

listing and möbius in 1858. every non-orientable surface contains a möbiu...

Hagia_Sophia 6027 5284 87 historical site
Historic mosque and cultural site in istanbul, turkey, originally a church, now 

a museum.

Tirzepatide 1949 1976 85 medicine
Antidiabetic medication for type 2 diabetes and weight loss. administered 

through injection, it may cause side effects.

Tonsil_stones 1828 2200 84
medical 

condition

Condition where mineralized debris accumulates in the tonsils, causing 

symptoms like bad breath, sore throat, and cough.

Pickleball 3857 5482 84 sport
Racket or paddle sport where players hit a plastic ball with paddles over a 

net. invented in 1965, it has specific rules and court dimensions.

Methanol 4790 2693 83
chemical 

compound

Highly toxic substance that can be fatal if swallowed. it may cause blindness 

and damage to the liver, kidneys, and heart.
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Steve_Ballmer 4621 3755 83 business
American billionaire businessman and investor, served as ceo of microsoft 

(2000-2014)

Raj_Kundra 1036 1677 83 business British-indian businessman, ranked as the 198th richest british asian.

Third_place 1197 1537 82 sociology
Social environment separate from home and workplace, fostering 

community and civic engagement. examples include cafes, clubs, libraries, 

Mandelbrot_set 2468 2767 81 science
Complex two-dimensional set with simple definition but exhibits great 

complexity when magnified.

List_of_asset_management_firms 1666 1676 80 business
Investment firm that manages pooled funds of retail investors for 

diversification, liquidity, and professional management consulting.

Stockholm_syndrome 5221 3889 79 syndrome
Proposed condition where hostages develop psychological bond with 

captors. contested illness due to lack of research.

Assassin's_Creed_Syndicate 5188 1943 76 computer game
Action-adventure video game set in london during the second industrial 

revolution, where twin assassins jacob and evie frye take back the city 

World's_fair 4245 2451 76 event
Global exhibition showcasing nations' achievements, also called fun 

exhibition or expo. held worldwide for 3-6 months.

List_of_ISO_3166_country_codes 4405 4011 74 technology
Standard that represents names of countries and their subdivisions. it 

comprises 249 countries, 193 of which are un member states.

List_of_trigonometric_identities 3528 3299 72 science
List of equalities involving trigonometric functions, true for all defined values 

of the variables.

Walt_Disney_Animation_Studios 3252 3324 69 business
American animation studio known as walt disney animation studios (wdas) 

that creates animated features and short films for the walt disney 

Jared_Kushner 2555 4147 69 business
Businessman, investor, and former government official. son-in-law of 

president donald trump and served as a senior advisor to trump from 2017 

Lemon 3003 2513 67 food
Small evergreen tree native to asia, primarily northeast india (assam), 

northern myanmar, or china.

Space 2044 1988 67 science
Three-dimensional continuum of positions and directions, considered 

fundamental to understanding the physical universe.

Federal_Bureau_of_Investigation 3449 3780 63 government
Intelligence and security agency of the united states, a leading 

counterterrorism and counterintelligence organization, with jurisdiction over 

7_Up 2411 1661 59 brand
Lemon-lime-flavored soft drink brand, known as 7 up (or seven up), 

produced in america.

Galangal 3490 1432 58
Tropical rhizomatous spice. refers to the aromatic rhizome of certain plants 

in the ginger family. also known as galingale or galanga.

Tupolev_Tu-144 2436 1676 55 technology
Soviet supersonic passenger airliner known as the tupolev tu-144, in 

operation from 1968 to 1999.

Rutracker.org 2845 2194 55 website
Russian bittorrent tracker with millions of registered users and a vast 

collection of torrents.

Nokia 2854 3029 54 technology
Finnish multinational corporation known for its contributions to the mobile 

telephony industry.

Alpha_and_beta_male 3387 1555 54
Pseudoscientific term used to describe humans based on animal behavior. 

critics argue against its application to humans.

List_of_ISO_639-1_codes 2937 2949 53 technology
Standardized nomenclature used to classify languages with two-letter (639-

1) and three-letter (639-2 and 639-3) abbreviations.
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Mark_Sheppard 2956 1224 53
English actor known for playing crowley on supernatural, and roles in 

battlestar galactica, leverage, and firefly.

Cyber_Monday 5705 3715 52 business
Marketing term for e-commerce transactions on the monday after 

thanksgiving in the us, encouraging online shopping globally.

Gaussian_integral 3440 1573 52 science
Integral of the gaussian function e^(-x^2) over the entire real line. also 

known as euler–poisson integral.

UNICEF 2459 3013 52 enterprise
United nations agency providing humanitarian and developmental aid to 

children worldwide.

Mercury_(element) 3098 3350 50
chemical 

compound

Chemical element with symbol hg, atomic number 80. known as quicksilver, 

it is the only metallic element that is liquid at standard temperature and...

Orient_Express 1589 1523 49 transportation
Long-distance passenger train service that operated from 1883 until 2009, 

synonymous with intrigue and luxury rail travel.

Anise 1637 1906 49 food
Flowering plant native to the mediterranean and southwest asia, widely used 

to flavor food, candy, and alcoholic drinks.

Apple_M2 1210 1405 49 technology
Series of arm-based socs by apple inc. for mac and ipad pro, serving as cpu 

and gpu for enhanced performance.

Apple_silicon 1166 1342 28 technology
Series of processors designed by apple mainly using arm architecture, used 

in macs, iphone, ipad, and other apple devices.

MacBook_Pro 1301 1455 26 brand
Line of mac laptops by apple inc., introduced in 2006. it is the higher-end 

lineup in the macbook family, sold with 14-inch and 16-inch screens, us...

Obsessive–compulsive_disorder 2640 3233 44
Mental disorder where individuals have intrusive thoughts (obsession) and 

perform repetitive routines (compulsions) to relieve distress.

Flipper_Zero 2139 1497 42 technology
Portable tamagotchi-like device for interaction with access control systems. 

can read, copy, and emulate rfid and nfc tags. announced through kicks...

Patchouli 1322 1254 42 plants
Species of bushy perennial herb known as patchouli, with erect stems and 

small pink-white flowers.

Cassava 3420 3203 39 food
Woody shrub native to south america, cultivated as an annual crop for its 

edible starchy root tuber, major source of carbohydrates.

University_of_Washington 2262 1854 38 university
Public research university in seattle, washington. founded in 1861, it is one 

of the oldest universities on the west coast.

White_Russian_(cocktail) 1699 1875 38 food
Vodka-based cocktail made with coffee liqueur, cream, and ice. it is served 

in an old fashioned glass.

Jamie_Dimon 4011 2379 37 business
American billionaire business executive and banker, chairman and ceo of 

jpmorgan chase since 2005.

Geologic_time_scale 2255 2356 37 science Representation of time based on the rock record of earth.

Alopecia_areata 1798 2323 36
medical 

condition

Condition causing hair loss, often resulting in bald spots on the scalp. 

believed to be an autoimmune disease.

Pomelo 3589 3492 36 food
Large citrus fruit and the ancestor of grapefruit. belongs to the rutaceae 

family.

Michelin_Guide 2026 2234 34 business
Series of guide books published by michelin since 1900. awards up to three 

michelin stars for excellence to select establishments.

Heian_period 1252 1167 34 historical period
Period in japanese history (794-1185) characterized by a decline in chinese 

influences, the peak of the imperial court, and the emergence of vernac...
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Six_Flags 1302 1718 33 business
American amusement park corporation with properties in canada, mexico, 

and the united states. it operates theme parks, water parks, and a family 

Valve_Corporation 2659 2865 31 computer game
Us video game developer, publisher, and digital distribution company. it is 

known for developing the steam platform and popular franchises like hal...

Fairbairn–Sykes_fighting_knife 1953 892 31

Thalidomide 3769 2441 29 medicine
Oral medication for cancers, graft-versus-host disease, and skin disorders. a 

known teratogen with severe birth defect risks.

The_Muppet_Christmas_Carol 3045 1676 28
1992 american christmas musical film directed by brian henson. fourth 

theatrical muppet film.

Now_That's_What_I_Call_Music!_discography2086 1195 28 product
List of official now that's what i call music! uk albums, including cds, 

cassettes, vinyl, vhs tapes, dvds, and other formats.

Tooth_decay 1986 900 28
medical 

condition

Breakdown of teeth due to acids produced by bacteria, known as cavities or 

caries.

University_of_Michigan 2437 2330 26 education
Public research university in ann arbor, michigan. founded in 1817, it is the 

oldest and largest university in michigan.

Turpentine 1311 1266 24
chemical 

compound

Fluid obtained from distilling resin harvested from trees, mainly pines. 

mainly used as a solvent and organic material source.

Gunpowder 2725 2014 22
chemical 

compound

Chemical explosive mixture of sulfur, carbon, and potassium nitrate. used in 

firearms, artillery, and pyrotechnics.

Rutgers_University 1380 1709 20 education Public land-grant research university with four campuses in new jersey.

Polaris 1615 1761 19 science
Bright star in ursa minor, commonly called the north star or pole star, used 

for navigation.

Pastrami 1148 1242 19 food
Food originating from romania usually made from beef brisket, brined, dried, 

seasoned, smoked, and steamed.

Hazelnut 1483 1719 19 food
Fruit used in snacks, baking, and confectionery. turkey is the largest 

producer.

Pumpkin 1646 2160 16 food
Cultivated orange and round mature winter squash with culinary and cultural 

significance in the genus cucurbita.
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#reddit_tiktok 268 K 4949 M social media Platform for sharing reddit stories and content in a tiktok format.

#redditstorytime 148 K 1511 M social media
On tiktok where users share interesting and entertaining stories from the popular 

online platform reddit.

#povs 238 K 4466 M trend
Trend on tiktok where users create point of view videos to tell a story or share an 

experience.

#usatiktok 479 K 2118 M

#usarmy 359 K 1822 M military
The united states army, the land warfare service branch of the united states 

armed forces.

#welovecandy 260 K 96 M food About the love and appreciation for candy.

#deals 136 K 1278 M business
Finding and sharing great deals, discounts, and savings on various products and 

services.

#mw3 190 K 1232 M computer game Video game

#aussie 135 K 1203 M geographical area Australian culture, people, and things related to australia.

#cologne 53 K 1126 M fashion Fragrance

#gta6 55 K 1057 M computer game Video game

#relaxingvideos 62 K 932 M relaxation Collection of calming and soothing videos that help people relax and unwind.

#itadoriyuuji 52 K 891 M tv series
Tiktok hashtag about the characters itadori yuuji, nobara kugisaki, and megumi 

fushiguro.

#mahito 15 K 188 M anime character Character from the anime jujutsu kaisen.

#unbrush 11 K 860 M beauty
About not brushing hair. it may be related to hair care tips, curly hair routines, and 

product reviews.

#tiktokshopfinds 21 K 779 M shopping Discovering unique and interesting products and shops through tiktok.

#fort 76 K 575 M computer game Popular hashtag related to the game fortnite.

#unreal 33 K 565 M entertainment Impressive and mind-blowing content that seems too good to be true.

#reunited 30 K 560 M family
About reuniting with loved ones after being separated or deported. it may also 

involve funny videos related to underwear or girls. #fyp??

#snoopy 38 K 549 M cartoon
Popular tiktok hashtag featuring content related to the beloved character snoopy 

from the peanuts comic strip.

#reputationtaylorsversion 34 K 508 M music Taylor swift's album 'reputation' re-recorded and released as 'taylor's version'.

#decoracion 30 K 458 M home decor Home decoration and interior design.
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#fortnite 3902 K 38545 M computer game
Popular video game known for its battle royale mode and unique building 

mechanics.

#fortniteclips 1263 K 10527 M computer game
Collection of short video clips showcasing gameplay, highlights, and funny 

moments from the popular video game fortnite.

#fortnitememes 488 K 5788 M video game
Collection of funny and entertaining memes related to the popular video game 

fortnite.

#ogfortnite 281 K 4834 M computer game
The nostalgia and appreciation for the original version of the popular video game 

fortnite.

#fortnitebr 371 K 2958 M computer game Popular tiktok hashtag about the video game fortnite.

#fortniteog 114 K 2114 M computer game Related to the popular video game fortnite and its original players.

#fortnitetips 65 K 1423 M computer game Collection of tips and tricks for playing the popular game fortnite.

#fortnitedance 157 K 640 M computer game Dance trend based on popular video game fortnite.

#fornite 103 K 439 M computer game
Popular video game known for its battle royale mode and unique building 

mechanics.

#australian 104 K 431 M geographical area Australian-themed content on tiktok.

#jakewebber 30 K 423 M content creator
Content creator on tiktok known for his comedic videos and collaborations with 

other creators.

#johnnieguilbert 20 K 275 M musician Musician

#kangaroo 14 K 385 M animals Australian wildlife and the iconic marsupial known for its hopping ability.

#yujiitadori 36 K 356 M

#forex 202 K 341 M finance Foreign exchange trading.

#decoratewithme 17 K 280 M home decor About decorating and sharing home decor ideas and inspiration.

#dnatest 14 K 272 M science Dna testing and ancestry exploration.

#projector 21 K 207 M technology Device used to project images or videos onto a surface.

#beautytutorial 21 K 205 M fashion
Collection of videos that provide tutorials and tips on beauty and skincare 

routines.

#disneywish 10 K 178 M entertainment Fulfilling wishes and dreams related to disney.

#fuga 56 K 167 M Other
Trending hashtag on tiktok that is related to various topics such as fashion, 

entertainment, and popular culture.

#sharkflexstyle 10 K 160 M fashion
Trendy hairstyle trend on tiktok that involves creating voluminous and stylish hair 

looks.
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#plouise 6 K 159 M brand Makeup brand known for its liquid blush and lip oil products.

#neworleans 358 K 1663 M geographical area City in louisiana known for its vibrant culture, music, and delicious food.

#tiktokmademedoit 176 K 674 M trend
Trend on tiktok where people showcase the things they were inspired to do by 

watching tiktok videos.

#pack 155 K 283 M sports event Fifa pack openings and packing players.

#candygrapes 129 K 232 M food
Trend on tiktok where people create candied grapes and share their recipes and 

techniques.

#candiedgrapes 123 K 226 M food
Trend on tiktok where people show how to make candied grapes, a sweet and 

delicious snack.

#candiedfruit 120 K 151 M food
Trend on tiktok where people showcase various fruits that have been coated in 

sugar or syrup to create a sweet and colorful treat.

#candysalad 110 K 108 M food Sweet and colorful dessert made with a combination of candies and fruits.

#freezedriedadventures 110 K 105 M food Series of adventurous videos featuring freeze-dried food and culinary creations.

#neworleansfood 112 K 103 M food The delicious and unique food of new orleans.

#wilton 109 K 83 M brand Baking and decorating brand known for its cake decorating supplies and tutorials.

#fypcandy 109 K 76 M food About various types of candy and sweet treats.

#sourcandychallange 107 K 48 M food Challenge where people try sour candies and share their reactions.

#candycave 363 K 151 M food Sweet and colorful world of candy delights and sugary treats.

#exoticsnackslebanon 329 K 135 M food Unique and unusual snacks from lebanon.

#nailsdesign 87 K 151 M fashion Nail designs and styles.

#bows 42 K 150 M fashion
Fashion trend on tiktok that involves wearing and showcasing different types of 

bows in hairstyles and outfits.
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#makeuplook 2083 K 485 M fashion Trend on tiktok where users showcase different makeup looks and techniques.

#makeupinspo 2014 K 295 M fashion Makeup inspiration and ideas.

#makeupaddict 2000 K 136 M fashion People who are passionate and addicted to makeup.

#makeupjunkie 1973 K 36 M fashion
Makeup enthusiasts who are passionate about trying new products and creating 

different looks.

#makeupgoals 1983 K 35 M fashion Achieving makeup looks and goals.

#makeuplife 1983 K 28 M fashion Makeup enthusiasts sharing their looks and tips.

#garland 14 K 121 M event decoration Decorative arrangement of balloons or other materials used for parties or events.

#tooltips 26 K 121 M DIY
Collection of short videos sharing useful tips and tricks related to tools and diy 

projects.

#sweats 13 K 118 M fashion Comfortable and casual clothing, including sweatpants and outfit ideas.

#codmw3 15 K 116 M computer game Video game hashtag related to the call of duty: modern warfare 3 game.

#stitchfever 260 K 105 M toy
Trend on tiktok where users create videos stitching together clips of toy 

adventures.

#stitchmania 256 K 104 M toy
Trend on tiktok where users stitch together videos to create unique and creative 

content using toys.

#toyworld 236 K 97 M toy World of toys and fun.

#toysandgames 236 K 96 M toy Fun and adventures with toys. explore the magic and joy of playing with toys.

#orderpacking 395 K 386 M business Packing orders for stitch-related merchandise.

#girlgang 232 K 155 M toy Group of girls who have fun with toys and enjoy toy adventures.

#girlsrule 226 K 110 M empowerment About empowering girls and showcasing their talents and achievements.

#girlyvibes 216 K 106 M fashion Trendy and confident girls expressing their girly vibes through toys and fashion.

#empowergirls 218 K 91 M empowerment Empowering girls and promoting confidence and self-esteem.

#ceiling 8 K 89 M
home 

improvement
Interior design and home improvement.

#moneysaving 5 K 85 M finance Saving money and financial tips.

#mw3clips 29 K 69 M computer game About call of duty: modern warfare 3 clips.
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#wirelesscharger 9 K 68 M technology Wireless charging for phones.

#busevacuationdrill 70 K 67 M safety Emergency drills for evacuating buses.

#eternalroses 9 K 59 M fashion Preserved roses that last forever.

#rollerskate 164 K 314 M sport Roller skating and related activities.

#quadskating 62 K 57 M sport Roller skating on quad skates.

#packanorderwithme 233 K 394 M business Tiktok hashtag about packing orders and showcasing the process.

#packanorder 263 K 132 M business Packing orders for candies and having a fun time doing it.

#wny 137 K 129 M business Candy store located in western new york.

#hellosweetscandy 131 K 74 M business About candy store and packing orders with candy.

#canadia 171 K 50 M food Tiktok hashtag about candies and snacks in lebanon.

#candyorder 121 K 48 M business Ordering candy online.

#earnings 7 K 43 M business Making money and earning income.

#businesssuccess 14 K 34 M business Achieving success in business through effective strategies and leadership skills.

#canada????tiktok 116 K 32 M

#meokycup 6 K 26 M product Collection of unique and creative cups that are popular on tiktok.

#cryptotrends 37 K 22 M finance The latest trends and developments in the world of cryptocurrency.

#paradigmshift 13 K 19 M concept A shift in thinking or perception that leads to a new understanding or approach.

#blackgir 10 K 17 M lgbt related Related to black girls on tiktok.

#cryptotrader 17 K 13 M finance Trading cryptocurrencies and making profits.

#solanagoodinvestment 19 K 11 M cryptocurrency Investing in solana cryptocurrency.

#cryptos 6 K 7 M finance Related to cryptocurrency news, music, life, memes, and trading.

#tiktoksweden 9 K 10 M geographical area
Tiktok content related to sweden, including videos from swedish creators and 

popular trends in sweden.
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#howtoearn 16 K 9 M finance About learning different ways to earn money and financial opportunities.

#tokenmarketcap 14 K 8 M finance Cryptocurrency market capitalization.

#cryptos 6 K 7 M finance Related to cryptocurrency news, music, life, memes, and trading.

#howtosell 7 K 6 M business Selling products or services and providing tips and strategies for successful sales.


